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INVIRCAT
INVIRCAT WP2

This deliverable document is part of a project that has received funding from the SESAR Joint
Undertaking under grant agreement No 893375 under European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and
innovation programme.

Abstract
This document represents deliverable D2.2 of the INVIRCAT project and is titled INVIRCAT Use Cases
Definition and Concept Outline. The deliverable includes the defined use cases and an outline of a
concept for integration of Remotely Piloted Aerial Systems (RPAS) into the existing Air Traffic Control
(ATC) procedures and infrastructures within Terminal Manoeuvring Areas (TMA) and at airports under
Instrument Flight Rules (IFR).
The elaboration of such an outline concept and the use cases for the relevant flight phases is an initial
step towards one of the main goals of the INVIRCAT project: the creation of a Concept of Operations
(CONOPS) for RPAS in the TMA and on airports. The CONOPS will be assessed in the project through
simulations with the aim to draft a set of recommendations for rule makers and standardization bodies
based on validated high-level operational and technical requirements.
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1 Executive Summary
This document represents deliverable D2.2 of the INVIRCAT project and is titled INVIRCAT Use Cases
Definition and Concept Outline1. The deliverable includes the defined use cases and an outline of a
concept for integration of Remotely Piloted Aerial Systems (RPAS) into the existing Air Traffic Control
(ATC) procedures and infrastructures within Terminal Manoeuvring Areas (TMA) and at airports under
Instrument Flight Rules (IFR).
The elaboration of such an outline concept and the use cases for the relevant flight phases is an initial
step towards one of the main goals of the INVIRCAT project, the creation of a Concept of Operations
(CONOPS) for RPAS in the TMA and on airports. The CONOPS will be assessed in the project through
simulations with the aim to draft a set of recommendations for rule makers and standardization bodies
based on validated high-level operational and technical requirements.
While the use cases address nominal (RPAS under IFR) and non-nominal (system failure) situations, a
specific focus will be on different technical implementations of Command and Control (C2) Link as well
as Communication Link architectures, which will have an impact on these use cases. They are treated
in a separate chapter and serve as a basis for setting up scenarios for simulations in WP3 of INVIRCAT.

1

The opinions expressed herein reflect the author’s view only. Under no circumstances shall the SESAR
Joint Undertaking be responsible for any use that may be made of the information contained herein.
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2 Introduction
2.1 Purpose and Structure of the Document
This document gives an outline of the considered concept and assumptions for use of RPAS at and
around airports under IFR conditions, including their integration into current ATC procedures. To that
end, nominal and non-nominal use cases are defined. While these use cases represent a number of
possible scenarios for RPAS movements, some special use cases need to complement them to account
for more specific operational situations that are a consequence of the use of different C2 and
communication link architectures. These are treated in a separate chapter as they give input to the
development of the relevant WP3 simulation scenarios.
The document is thus structured into the following chapters:
•

Concept Outline (Chapter 3) including the different RPAS flight phases considered and
assumptions regarding equipage and use

•

Nominal Use Cases (Chapter 4.1) describing the concept without equipment failure or
degradation

•

Non-nominal Use Cases (Chapter 4.2) describing the concept with equipment failure

2.2 Scope of the Concept Outline and Use Cases
The concept outline describes stakeholders involved and the operational context for RPAS being fully
integrated into non-segregated airspace. Furthermore, the flight phases of interest for TMA and
airport operations as well as a number of important assumptions concerning equipage and operation
of RPAS are mentioned. A special point of interest is the description of the use of so-called loiter
waypoints in case of RPAS contingency operations.
As described above, use cases are divided into nominal RPAS operations and non-nominal use cases
due to equipment failure. The effect of latency is considered for both nominal and non-nominal use
cases. The use cases are meant to give input to scenario development for simulations in WP3 of
INVIRCAT.

2.3 Relationship with Other Documents
This document will be based on D2.1 State-of-the-Art document containing all important references
that form the basis for the description of use cases and concept outline in this document. Furthermore,
this document will give input to the D2.3 CONOPS document with a more detailed description of the
RPAS integration concept. It will also be the basis for defining and elaborating simulation scenarios
that will be described on a strategy level in the D3.1 Validation Plan document and in more detail in
the exercise plans that are part of the D3.2 Use Case Simulation Plan.
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3 Concept Outline
Nowadays, IFR RPAS operations are performed by segregating these aircraft from other aircraft by
assigning blocks of airspace where only RPAS are allowed to fly. This type of airspace is called
segregated airspace. An RPAS that is integrated would also be allowed to fly outside segregated
airspace if it seamlessly fits within all aspects that are needed for this integration. For full RPAS
integration in non-segregated airspace, many stakeholders are involved and many environment
aspects have to be considered. These aspects are described in this chapter.

3.1 Context Diagram
Figure 3-1 contains a context diagram that shows all the stakeholders in the aviation system and their
interfaces with a fully integrated RPAS. The figure gives an overview of all actors that interact with the
RPAS during all flight phases, starting with the request for flight approval and ending with the
post-flight evaluation. All stakeholders and environment factors are subsequently summarized in Table
3-1. Although Figure 3-1 and Table 3-1 consider all phases of flight, it should be noted that the
INVIRCAT project focuses exclusively on RPAS integration in the terminal manoeuvring areas (TMAs)
and at airports.
[11]
Network manager
(CFMU)

[2]
Air Traffic Control

AIP, Notams
Flight plan:
•
Submit flight plan
•
ACK/REJ message

[3]
Infrastructure:
Airport

[10]
Aviation Authority

[4]
Infrastructure
Airspace

[9]
MET office

On request:
meteo info
(telephone,
internet)

[1]
RPAS

CA by XPDR or ACAS

CA by visual
detection

[8]
Environment:
Weather
EMI

[5]
Cooperative other
airspace user

[6]
Non-cooperative
other airspace
user

[7]
Satellite

Figure 3-1: RPAS Airspace Integration Context Diagram
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Table 3-1: Stakeholder and Environment Overview for the Integrated RPAS
Figure ref.

Description

Stakeholder

Environment

RPAS:
RPS, RPIL and
RPAS
Operator [1]

The RPAS is controlled by a remote (or RPAS) pilot (RPIL) from a Remote
Pilot Station (RPS). Interactions with the RPAS are relayed via satellite
communications for beyond visual line of sight operations (B-VLOS), or
via radio communications when the RPAS is within the line of sight.
RPILs work for RPAS operators that require the RPAS to fulfil a
particular mission.

x

Air Traffic
Control [2]

ATC is responsible for the safe separation of the RPAS with other traffic
within controlled airspace and will give clearances to the RPAS.
Clearances will start with the pre-departure clearance and concern all
movements at the airport (start-up, push-back, taxi, line-up, take-off at
the start of the flight and landing and taxi at the end of the flight) and
in the air (routes, directions, arrival). In the scope of this project the
different ATC units concerned are ACC, approach and aerodrome
tower, with executive controllers and planners.

x

Airport [3]

The airport infrastructure determines where the RPAS can move at the
airport. This includes procedures, like directional taxiways and start-up
locations.

x

Airspace [4]

The airspace structure determines where the RPAS can fly, based on
sectors, areas and routes. The airspace is divided into classes A to G.
The definition of classes is defined in ICAO SARPS but differs per state.
As described in D2.1, the proposed flights will be carried out in airspace
classes A, B or C: all controlled airspace.

Cooperative
other airspace
user [5]

Other airspace users with transponder or other equipment are
considered cooperative traffic as their location can be deduced from
communication between on-board systems.

x

x

Noncooperative
other airspace
user [6]

Non-cooperative airspace users are those that do not have equipment
that allows direct communication between on-board systems. Instead,
their presence must be detected by non-cooperative sensors that
continuously monitor the airspace around the RPAS (e.g. radar, camera
or lidar).

x

x

Satellite [7]

Communication over satellite may be necessary in B-VLOS conditions.
Implications are the need for more equipment, and a latency in
communication may occur during operation. The exact latency is
depending on the satellite system used. Satellites may not have full
coverage of the operation area of the RPAS, leading to temporary loss
of contact between the RPAS and the RPS.

x

Environment:
Weather, EMI
[8]

The environment is the physical environment in which the RPAS
operates and which influences the flight characteristics of the aircraft.
The environment at the airport may lead to contaminated taxiways and
runways, having effect on the ground performance of the RPAS. The
meteorological environment while flying has its effect on the flight
performance of the RPAS and consists of wind, precipitation and
temperature. The electro-magnetic interface (EMI) environment has its
effect on the communication between the RPIL and the RPAS itself.
These effects may be temporary.

x

MET Office [9]

The MET office provides advance and in-flight information on
meteorological conditions during flight. The result may be that the
flight diverts because of extreme circumstances. If extreme conditions
can be anticipated before the flight, it may be delayed.

x

x

x
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Aviation
Authority [10]

The Aviation Authority is involved in 1) rulemaking and 2) flight
approval of the RPAS. The Aviation Authority is considered to be the
national institute in charge of aviation. At the start of the process of
organizing a flight, the Aviation Authority will be involved to check
compliance with rules and regulations, as well as to give approval for
the specific operation as requested.

x

Network
Manager
(CFMU) [11]

Just before start of the flight, it will be filed to the Network Manager.
Timing and regulations anywhere on the route will be checked and
timing for the different sectors will be granted. A (ground) delay may
be imposed because of traffic regulations.

x

3.2 Flight Phases of Interest
Figure 3-2 displays the typical phases of flight of an aircraft. The INVIRCAT project focuses exclusively
on IFR RPAS operations within the Terminal Manoeuvring Area (TMA) airspace surrounding airports.
The corresponding phases of flight in the TMA are shown in green colour in Figure 3-2.

Figure 3-2: Aircraft Phases of Flight [1]

The phases of flight that occur within the TMA are:
•

Ground
o Taxi to/from runway/parking position

•

Departure
o Take-off
o Climb-out via Standard Instrument Departure (SID)

•

Arrival
o Arrival via Standard Terminal Arrival Route (STAR)
o Holding

•

Approach and Landing
o Approach
o Landing
14
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3.3 RPAS Related Assumptions
Regarding system requirements, IFR RPAS will adhere to the same standards as any manned aircraft
flying in the same airspace and should be able to follow the instructions provided by ATC.
More specifically, the INVIRCAT project focuses only on RPAS meeting the Unmanned Aircraft System
(UAS) Traffic Class VI requirements as defined by EUROCONTROL [2]. IFR RPAS are therefore assumed
to:
•

be capable of flying IFR (in particular meet SID, STAR and holding requirements as designed for
manned operations),

•

meet the Communications, Navigation & Surveillance (CNS) airspace requirements,

•

be able to establish two-way communication with ATC,

•

remain separated to manned aircraft or be capable of self-separating in 3D,

•

carry DAA equipment that is compatible with existing Airborne Collison Avoidance Systems
(ACAS), and

•

file a flight plan containing information on the type of the RPA, contingency procedure,
planned operation (navigation, route, level etc.), and contact phone number.

In addition to the UAS traffic class VI requirements, the INVIRCAT project assumes the RPAS to:
•

have a fixed-wing structure (or have comparable performance)2,

•

have an airworthiness certificate and, consequently, a type certificate,

•

have a Command and Control (C2) link that might also be used for relaying voice
communications (R/T) to ATC,

•

have an Automatic Take-Off and Landing System (ATOL) system operating, assuring
compliance with the same rules and procedures as the other airspace users without disruption
of the current operations and without assistance of the RPIL based on visual aids, and

•

be able to conduct taxi operations on their own power (besides pushback procedures) and
without the support of ground vehicles (such as follow-me cars) to limit impact on throughput
and capacity of the airport.

•

be able to automatically change their transponder code to 7400 within a predefined time
interval after C2 link loss

2

This project does not focus on rotary wings/multirotor RPAS, as they do not typically fly SIDs and STARs, but
does not exclude them, if their capabilities match the requirements that result from the CONOPS.
15
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•

be always flown with the RPIL in the loop, except in the case of failure of the C2 link.

•

have a backup means of communication with ATC that can be used during C2 link loss and
during R/T voice communications failure, e.g. fixed landline telephone system.

•

use on-board cameras for mission-specific applications only. Cameras cannot be used for
flight-critical operations to avoid pilot-induced oscillation (PIO) effects. Latency in the video
signal, possibly even varying in severity, may have unwanted effects during visual segments.
But visual aids may be used by the RPIL for non-critical flight procedures, e.g. ground
movement

•

always fly IFR, and therefore, they cannot perform any procedures, such as visual patterns
around airports. These patterns are only relevant to VFR traffic.

The reader is referred to Chapter 2.3 of D2.3 (INVIRCAT CONOPS) for more information about the
rationale behind the assumptions listed above.
The basic performance characteristics of some common IFR RPAS models are listed in Table 3-2 below.
Apart from their extremely high endurance, Table 3-2 indicates that the performance of IFR RPAS are
comparable to those of manned general aviation aircraft models. Additionally, the performance of a
Boeing 737 is included as an example of a manned aircraft that could be configured to be piloted
remotely.
Table 3-2: Performance Characteristics of a Range of IFR RPAS Models (Source: Wikipedia)

Parameter

General
Atomics
MQ9A

IAI
Heron

IAI Eitan
(Heron
TP)

Thales
Watchkeeper
WK450

BAE
Systems
Mantis

Euro
MALE

Boeing
737-800
(optionally
piloted)

Cruise Speed

169 kts

-

-

70 kts

200 kts

270 kts

455 kts

Max. Speed

260 kts

112 kts

220 kts

95 kts

300 kts

-

546 kts

1,900 km

-

4,700 km

300 km

-

-

5436 km

14 hrs.

52 hrs.

30+ hrs.

20 hrs.

30 hrs.

-

-

MTOW

4,763 kg

1,150 kg

5,400 kg

450 kg

9,000 kg

11,000 kg

79,016 kg

Ceiling

FL500

FL330

FL460

FL180

-

FL450

FL410

1×
Honeywell
TPE331-10
turboprop,
900 hp

1×
Rotax
914
piston
engine,
115 hp

1×
Pratt &
Whitney
Canada
PT6-67A
1,200 hp

-

2×
RollsRoyce
M250B17 turboprop, 380
hp each

2x
turboprop
(unknown
type)

2x
CFM567B24/
26/27

Range
Endurance

Powerplant
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3.4 RPAS Command and Control (C2) Link
This subsection describes the functions of the command and control (C2) link, the corresponding
communications architecture, and the C2 link latency that can be expected in the TMA. For a more
detailed description of these aspects, the reader is referred to Chapter 3.4 of D2.3 (INVIRCAT CONOPS).

C2 Link Functions
The C2 link wirelessly connects the RPS to the RPA. It can be decomposed into separate uplink and
downlink components. The C2 link has the following primary functions:
Control functions:
•

•

Makes it possible for the RPIL to modify the behaviour of the RPA (uplink):
o

Inputs to the RPA flight control system

o

Controls the settings of onboard avionics (transponder, ADS-B etc.)

o

Supports RPA/RPS handover and flight data recording

Enables the RPA to indicate its state to the RPIL (downlink):
o

RPA health and state (latitude, longitude, altitude, airspeed, bank, pitch, yaw, engine
settings, system health/warnings etc.)

o

Supports RPA/RPS handover and flight data recording

Communication functions (uplink and downlink):
•

Enables voice/data communications between RPIL and ATC (and other pilots)

•

Voice may be relayed via the RPA or via other means

The control and communication functions can have different latencies (see Section 3.4.3).
Within the scope of the INVIRCAT project the command, control and voice communication links that
occur via the RPA is demoted as the C2 link.

C2 Link Architectures
Different architectures are possible for the control and communication functions of the C2 link.

3.4.2.1 Control Architecture
There are two distinct architectures possible to enable the control functions of the C2 link, namely
Radio Line of Sight (RLOS) and Beyond Radio Line of Sight (BRLOS) [3]:
17
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•

RLOS: refers to the situation in which the transmitter(s) and receiver(s) are within mutual radio
link coverage and thus able to communicate directly or through a terrestrial network, provided
that the remote transmitter has a RLOS connection to the RPA and transmissions are
completed with negligible signal delay/latency.

•

BRLOS: refers to any configuration in which the transmitters and receivers are not in RLOS.
BRLOS thus includes all satellite systems and possibly any system where an RPS communicates
with one or more ground stations via a terrestrial network, which cannot complete
transmissions in a timeframe comparable to that of an RLOS system. Latency is higher during
BRLOS than during RLOS (see Section 3.4.3).

The RLOS and BRLOS control architectures are more explicitly depicted in Figure 3-3 below.

RLOS

BRLOS

Figure 3-3: RLOS and BRLOS Control Architectures for the C2 Link [3]

Because of the lower latency, RLOS should be used for take-off and landing if possible, even if BRLOS
is used for en-route operations. Nonetheless, it should be noted that all flight phases can be controlled
via BRLOS if necessary.

3.4.2.2 Communications Architecture
To facilitate the communication functions of the C2 link, there are two main possibilities: relay via the
RPA and relay without the RPA.
Communications relay via the RPA
Standard Very High Frequency (VHF) ATC equipment on the RPA can be used to relay R/T between the
RPIL and ATC. This can be done via RLOS relay or BRLOS relay (see Figure 3-4). While no significant
changes to ATC procedures are expected for RLOS operations, the latency experienced during BRLOS
can potentially affect operations. Latency is described in more detail in Section 3.4.3.
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RLOS

BRLOS

Figure 3-4: RLOS and BRLOS Communications Architectures for the C2 Link [3]

Communications relay without the RPA
It is also possible for voice communications to be performed using a direct connection between the
RPS and ATC, i.e., without involving the RPA. This can be done in two ways. The first option involves
using standard VHF ATC equipment to link the RPS with ATC (see Figure 3-5). This option has limited
range.

Figure 3-5: VHF Radio to VHF Radio for Communications between RPS and ATC [3]

The second option uses a wired ground-ground link between the RPS and ATC (see Figure 3-6). This
option has the lowest latency and the highest reliability when compared to all options that are based
on radio connections, but requires a new network to be created between the RPS and ATC. Because of
its high reliability, wired connections are often recommended as a backup means for voice
communications between the RPIL and ATC if the R/T equipment on the RPS or RPA experiences a
failure.
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Figure 3-6: Wired Ground Communications between RPS and ATC [3]

As a final note, all the communications architectures mentioned above should ensure a so called “party
line” to other pilots connected to the same ATC centre. This is essential for the situational awareness
of the RPAS pilots, other pilots and ATCOs. If a particular architecture does not directly provide a party
line, one potential solution is to deploy a multi-link system that combines all voice sources in a
seamless manner. The development of such a multi-link system is part of the focus of the SESAR PJ14
EECNS (Essential and Efficient Communication, Navigation and Surveillance Integrated System) project.

C2 and Voice Communications Latencies
As explained above, different architectures can be used for the control and communications
functionalities of the C2 link. As such, the latencies associated with the C2 link can be different for its
control and communications functionalities, i.e., it is possible that the control latency is greater than
the communication latency, and vice versa. Furthermore, it is important to note that the end-to-end
control and voice communication latency not only depend on the distance a signal has to travel from
sender to receiver (and therefore the current position of the RPA), but also on the system electronics
and the processing of the transferred data, as encryption, compression, error correction, and
computation all add to the latency [4]. Therefore, the latencies occurring in practice are largely varying.
The values in Table 3-3 and Table 3-4 are rough estimations for the maximum expected latencies in
the TMA based on TNO Defence, Security and Safety [4], RTCA DO-377 [5], EURCOAE ED-137/1C [6],
project SINUE [7] and ITU-T G.114 [8] for the control and communications functions of the C2 link for
the three use-cases listed above. These numbers apply to RPS in sufficient proximity to the TMA to
allow an RLOS link to the RPA flying in the TMA, or intra-regional distances between RPS and RPA
(resulting in a single-hop connection for SATCOM in BRLOS operations).
Table 3-3: Expected Max. Round-trip Latencies of C2 Link Control Functions for TMA Integration of RPAS

RLOS

BRLOS/SATCOM

RLOS via Relay

Figure 3-3

Figure 3-3

Figure 3-6

1s

2s

1.5s
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Table 3-4: Expected Max. One-way Voice Communication Latencies for TMA Integration of RPAS

RLOS

BRLOS/SATCOM

Ground Network

Figure 3-4

Figure 3-4

Figure 3-6

290ms

700ms

150ms

From the above tables, it is clear that architectures that use RLOS or ground network do not result in
significant latencies in the TMA. On the other hand, BRLOS operations can lead to perceptible latencies
for ATC. This is because with BRLOS operations, each message needs to be relayed to the RPA via
communications satellites in geostationary orbit, i.e. at an altitude of approx. 36,000 km (see Figure
3-7). This latency can have a disruptive effect on ATC operations as the RPA may be slower to respond
to ATCO commands compared to other traffic. This may force the ATCO to increase separation margins,
and thereby reduce TMA/airport/runway capacity. For this reason, Chapter 4 explicitly considers how
each use case can be affected by the perceptible latencies that occur for BRLOS operations.

Figure 3-7: BRLOS Architecture for C2 Link with Perceptible Latencies Affecting ATC Operations [3]

3.5 Using Loiter Waypoints to Manage RPAS Contingencies
In order to deal with contingencies such as C2 lost link, IFR RPAS can be directed towards predefined
loiter waypoints. These waypoints should be specified in RPAS flight plans and RPAS ATC operations
plans for all phases of flight, and they should be geographically separated from prevailing traffic flows
to avoid conflicts during loitering.
In addition to increasing predictability, this approach to contingency management is expected to
provide both Air Traffic Controllers (ATCOs) and RPILs with more time to troubleshoot problems,
potentially leading to more considered decisions during contingencies. As such, the following chapter
adopts this approach to mitigate several non-nominal use cases involving IFR RPAS that do not degrade
flight performance.
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4 Use Case Descriptions
This chapter describes use cases that are relevant to IFR RPAS operations within the TMA environment.
First, the nominal use cases are described. Subsequently, non-nominal use cases are presented. The
same format is used to describe all use cases, with separate tables to describe each use case’s
characteristics and flow of activities. Some use cases refer to earlier ones and only details are changed.
Additionally, the effect of the perceptible latencies that can occur during BRLOS operations is described
for relevant use-cases as part of its characteristics table, and the type of latency experienced is
indicated in the flow of activities table (C2 link latency / voice latency / voice + C2 link latency).

4.1 Nominal Use Cases
Taxi Operations
This use case considers taxi operations controlled and instructed by ATC as often found on civil airports.
Operational alternatives that utilize assistance vehicles, as “follow-me”, or towing vehicles, may be
less complex regarding the RPIL-ATC interaction, but add complexity to the overall operation of the
RPAS on the airport, potentially negatively influencing the airport capacity and therefore are not
considered in this document.
Table 4-1: Characteristics of Nominal IFR RPAS Taxi Operations

Description

This use case considers the taxi operations of an RPA on the airport ground
following ATC instructions, landmarks, panels and/or lights along the taxi path.
As representative example, the taxi procedure from apron to the runway is
described.

Actors

TWR ATCO (Ground), TWR ATCO (Runway), RPIL

Preconditions

The RPA is located at the apron and in a position from which it can pursue the
taxi operation without external support.

Postconditions

The RPAS has received permission to line up on the runway.

Assumptions

In addition to the RPAS specific assumptions listed in section 3.3, the RPAS is
equipped with a camera system that allows the RPIL sufficient awareness of
other aircraft in the close vicinity (comparable to a pilot on board) as well as
landmarks, panels and/or lights along the taxi path.
It is assumed that Ground Control and the TWR ATCO can monitor the RPAS
using radar, or alternatively will use airport specific procedures to be able to
monitor RPAS.

Expected Effects
of Latency

Communication with TWR ATCOs might block frequencies longer than manned
aircraft due to voice latency.
Taxi clearances might be received delayed due to voice latency, RPA might
block taxi routes longer than manned aircraft.
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Separation margins might have to get increased due to increased reaction
time to commands and clearances due to voice and C2 latency.
Steering inputs during taxiing might be delayed due to C2 latency.
Contacting TWR ATCO and receiving line up clearance might be delayed due to
voice latency, RPA might block taxi routes longer than manned aircraft.

Table 4-2: Flow of Activities for Nominal IFR RPAS Taxi Operations

#

Phase

TWR ATCO
(Ground)

TWR ATCO
(Runway)

RPIL

Latency

1

RPAS
Identification

TWR ATCO
(Ground)
identifies the
RPAS on his/her
CWP. He/she
recognizes the
aircraft to be an
RPAS based on its
symbol on the
CWP or by its
callsign.
In case TWR ATCO
(Ground) does not
have radar, they
shall apply airport
specific non-radar
procedures to
identify the RPAS.

RPIL requests taxi
instructions.

2

Taxi clearance

TWR ATCO
(Ground) issues
clearance for taxi
procedure via
airport taxiways
until holding
position short of
the runway.

RPIL reads back taxi
clearance.

Voice

3

Taxiing

RPIL steers the RPA
manually according
to the cleared taxi
route to the cleared
holding position to
receive new
instructions until the

C2
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final holding
position short of the
runway.
4

5

Transfer of
Control TWR
ATCO (Ground)
→ TWR ATCO
(Runway)

TWR ATCO
(Ground)
transfers
responsibility and
radio control of
the RPAS to the
TWR ATCO
(Runway).

Line up on
Runway

TWR ATCO
(Runway)
assumes the
radio and radar
control of the
RPAS.
TWR ATCO
(Runway) issues
clearance for
line-up on
runway.

RPIL contacts the
TWR ATCO (Runway)
and informs him/her
about the RPAS
position and reports
to be ready for
departure.

Voice

Voice

Take-Off
Table 4-3: Characteristics of Nominal IFR RPAS Take-off

Description

This use case considers the IFR take-off from the line-up position on the
runway to indicated positive rate of climb. As a representative example the
operation of a Multi Engine RPAS is described.

Actors

TWR ATCO, RPIL

Preconditions

The RPIL asked for departure clearance and has received departure
information and permission to line up on the runway. The RPA is fully
functional, the take-off checklist completed and the ATOL system available.

Postconditions

The RPA climbs to the permitted altitude along the SID route according its
flight plan.

Assumptions

In addition to the RPAS specific assumptions listed in section 3.3., it is assumed
that the TWR ATCO can monitor the RPAS using radar, or alternatively, TWR
will use airport specific procedures to be able to monitor RPAS.

Expected Effects
of Latency

Communication with TWR ATCO might block frequency longer than manned
aircraft due to voice latency.
Initiation of take-off might be delayed due to voice and C2 latency, RPA might
block runway longer than manned aircraft.
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Separation margins might have to be increased due to increased reaction time
to commands and clearances due to voice and C2 latency.
RPIL input (if necessary) during rolling and take-off might be delayed due to C2
latency.

Table 4-4: Flow of Activities for Nominal IFR RPAS Take-off

#

Phase

TWR ATCO (Runway)

RPIL

Latency

1

Take-off clearance

TWR ATCO (Runway)
gives clearance to
take-off.

2

RPA rolling

The RPIL acknowledges
clearance and initiates the
automated take-off and the
RPA starts to roll on the
runway.
The RPIL verifies the aircraft
speed is passing V1.

Voice + C2

3

RPA take-off

The RPIL verifies the aircraft
speed passing VR and the
positive rate of climb.

C2

Departure via SID
Table 4-5: Characteristics of Nominal IFR RPAS Departure via SID

Description

This use case considers IFR RPAS departure and climb via a defined Standard
Instrument Departure (SID).

Actors

TWR ATCO, APP Exe. ATCO, RPIL

Preconditions

RPAS has been identified by ATC and received a clearance from either the
TWR/Ground/Delivery ATCO to fly the SID, as well as permission to climb to an
initial altitude after take-off. Strategic coordination between TWR and APP is
in place. The RPA is airborne and climbing to the permitted altitude along the
SID route according its flight plan.

Postconditions

After the RPAS reaches the location and altitude of the final SID waypoint/fix,
it is transferred into en-route airspace (ATS route network or free-routing
airspace)/next Air Traffic Services Unit (ATSU) according to flight plan.
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Assumptions

In addition to the RPAS specific assumptions listed in Section 3.3, it is assumed
that the TWR ATCO can monitor the RPAS using radar, or alternatively, TWR
will use airport specific procedures to be able to monitor RPAS.

Expected Effects
of Latency

Communication with APP Exe. ATCO and en-route ATCO might block
frequencies longer than manned aircraft due to voice latency.

Table 4-6: Flow of Activities for Nominal IFR RPAS Departure via SID

#
1

Phase
Transfer of
Control TWR
→ APP

TWR ATCO

APP Exe. ATCO

TWR ATCO
transfers
responsibility and
radio control of
the RPAS to the
APP Exe. ATCO.
In case TWR radar
is not available,
TWR ATCO shall
provide non-radar
transfer of
control.

RPIL

Latency

RPIL contacts the
APP Exe. ATCO and
informs him/her
about the RPAS
state, target climb
altitude and current
clearance.

Voice

APP Exe. ATCO
assumes
responsibility and
radio control of
the RPAS.

2

Clear to climb

The APP Exe.
ATCO clears the
RPAS to climb to
its first en-route
waypoint/fix as
per the RPAS
flight plan, and
considering the
traffic situation.

The RPIL performs
the climb according
to SID restrictions or
according to the APP
Exe. ATCO
instructions.

Voice

3

Transfer of
Control APP
→ ACC

The APP transfers
control of the
RPAS to the next
ATSU in the RPAS
flight plan.

The RPIL contacts
the next ATSU.

Voice
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Arrival via STAR
Table 4-7: Characteristics of Nominal IFR RPAS Arrival via STAR

Description

This use case considers the arrival of an RPA in the Terminal Manoeuvring
Area (TMA) via a Standard Terminal Arrival Route (STAR).

Actors

En-route ATCO, APP Exe. ATCO, RPIL

Preconditions

RPA is en-route approaching the transition.

Postconditions

RPA is arriving at Initial Approach Fix (IAF) of the IFR approach.

Assumptions

In addition to the RPAS specific assumptions listed in Section 3.3, it is assumed
that the ANSPs can monitor the RPAS using radar.

Expected Effects
of Latency

Communication with en-route ATCO and APP Exe. ATCO might block
frequencies longer than manned aircraft due to voice latency.

Table 4-8: Flow of Activities for Nominal IFR RPAS Arrival via STAR

#

Phase

En-route ATCO

1

STAR
Clearance

2

Transfer of
Control

3

Approach
Clearance

APP Exe. ATCO

RPIL

Latency

The en-route
ATCO clears the
RPA to use a
STAR.

The RPIL confirms the
STAR and follows the
route, complying with
FL and speed
requirements.

Voice

En-route ATCO
transfers radio
and radar
control of the
RPAS to the APP
Exe. ATCO.

RPIL contacts the APP
Exe. ATCO and informs
him/her about the
position, STAR
procedure, speed, and
altitude.

APP Exe. ATCO
assumes the
radio and radar
control of the
RPAS.
Before, or at
clearance limit of
STAR, APP Exe.
ATCO gives
clearance for IFR
approach.

RPA proceeds towards
IAF.

Voice

Voice
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Holding
Table 4-9: Characteristics of Nominal IFR RPAS Holding

Description

This use case considers the execution of an IFR Holding Pattern (HP) of an RPA
in the Terminal Manoeuvring Area (TMA) e.g. due to traffic congestion at the
airport or for improved sequencing.

Actors

APP Exe. ATCO, RPIL

Preconditions

RPA is after transition fix, following STAR procedure under control of the APP
Exe. ATCO.

Postconditions

RPA proceeds STAR towards IAF, or continues with the IFR approach if holding
was performed at IAF.

Assumptions

In addition to the RPAS specific assumptions listed in Section 3.3, it is assumed
that the ANSPs can monitor the RPAS using radar.

Expected Effects
of Latency

Communication with APP Exe. ATCO might block frequency longer than
manned aircraft due to voice latency.
Initiation of (commanded) holding pattern might get missed due to voice and
C2 latency. Correction of trajectory might be necessary.
End of holding pattern might get missed due to voice and C2 latency.
Correction of trajectory might be necessary.

Table 4-10: Flow of Activities for Nominal IFR RPAS Holding

#

Phase

1

Initiation of HP

2

Holding pattern

2

End of HP

APP Exe. ATCO

RPIL

Latency

APP Exe. ATCO
commands HP via voice
communication.

RPA reaches clearance limit
with designated HP in STAR
map and has no clearance
to proceed with the
approach.

Voice + C2

RPIL keeps the RPA in a
holding pattern according
to STAR, obeying altitude
and speed restrictions/
following instructions from
ATCO.
APP Exe. ATCO releases
the RPA from the
holding pattern with

RPIL reads back instructions
and continues accordingly.

Voice + C2
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instructions to proceed
STAR, or clearance for
IFR approach, if HP was
performed at IAF.

Approach
Table 4-11: Characteristics of Nominal IFR RPAS Approach

Description

This use case considers the IFR approach of an RPA in the Terminal
Manoeuvring Area (TMA) using its ATOL system.

Actors

APP Exe. ATCO, TWR ATCO, RPIL

Preconditions

RPA at IAF, approach clearance was given by APP Exe. ATCO.

Postconditions

RPA at Final Approach Fix (FIF), cleared for precision approach.

Assumptions

In addition to the RPAS specific assumptions listed in Section 3.3, it is assumed
that the ANSPs can monitor the RPAS using radar and ILS landing procedure is
in place.

Expected Effects
of Latency

Communication with APP Exe. ATCO and TWR ATCO might block frequencies
longer than manned aircraft due to voice latency.
Separation margins might have to be increased due to increased reaction time
to commands and clearances due to voice and C2 latency.

Table 4-12: Flow of Activities for Nominal IFR RPAS Approach

#

Phase

1

Separation

2

ILS Approach
clearance

APP Exe. ATCO

TWR ATCO

RPIL

Latency

APP Exe. ATCO
coordinates
landing sequence
and monitors
separation of RPA
to other aircraft.

RPIL reads back and
follows instructions.

Voice + C2

APP Exe. ATCO
grants ILS
approach
clearance
according to

RPIL reads back
cleared approach
procedure.

Voice
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weather and
traffic conditions.
3

ATOL system
activation

4

Transfer of
Control

APP Exe. ATCO
transfers radio
and radar control
of the RPAS to the
TWR ATCO.

TWR ATCO
assumes the
radio and radar
control of the
RPAS.

As soon as the RPA
is established on the
ILS, the RPIL
activates the ATOL
system.

C2

RPIL contacts the
TWR ATCO and
informs him/her
about the RPA
position and the ILS
approach.

Voice
Voice

Landing
Table 4-13: Characteristics of Nominal IFR RPAS Landing

Description

This use case considers a precision approach of an RPA using its ATOL system.

Actors

TWR ATCO, RPIL

Preconditions

RPAS at or behind final approach fix, cleared for precision approach.

Postconditions

RPAS touchdown and vacating the runway.

Assumptions

In addition to the RPAS specific assumptions listed in Section 3.3, it is assumed
that the TWR ATCO can monitor the RPAS using radar, or alternatively, TWR
will use airport specific procedures to be able to monitor RPAS. ILS landing
procedure is in place.

Expected Effects
of Latency

Communication with TWR ATCO might block frequency longer than manned
aircraft due to voice latency.
Landing clearance might have to be granted earlier than for manned aircraft
due to voice and C2 latency. Therefore, separation margins might have to be
increased.
Vacation of runway might be delayed due to C2 latency, RPA might block
runway longer than manned aircraft. Therefore, separation margins might
have to be increased.
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Table 4-14: Flow of Activities for Nominal IFR RPAS Landing

#

Phase

TWR ATCO

RPIL

Latency

TWR ATCO grants landing
clearance.

RPIL reads back landing
clearance and pursues
surveillance of ATOL
landing.

Voice + C2

1

Landing clearance

2

Landing

ATOL system lands the
RPA on runway and
reduces the speed
automatically under the
surveillance of the RPIL.

3

Rolling

RPIL steers the RPA
from the runway to the
first taxi holding
position.

C2

4.2 Non-Nominal Use Cases
Propulsion Failure – Single Engine RPAS
This section describes propulsion failure scenarios of single engine RPAS. It should be noted that,
according to [9], automatic Rejected Take-Off (RTO) procedures should be accepted by the ATOL
system up to decision speed V1, while it is at the discretion of the RPIL to initiate such a procedure up
to rotation speed VR.

4.2.1.1 Take-off Before VR
Table 4-15: Characteristics of Propulsion Failure for Single Engine IFR RPAS in Take-off before VR

Description

This use case considers a propulsion failure of a single engine IFR RPAS during
take-off before VR speed is reached. The take-off will be aborted.

Actors

RPIL, TWR ATCO

Preconditions

RPAS has received a clearance from the TWR ATCO for take-off. The engine is
running. The ATOL is active and performing automatic take-off operations.

Postconditions

RPAS comes to a full stop on the runway.

Assumptions

The engine failure before VR leads to an abortion of the take-off procedure
and an RTO procedure is carried out. The C2 link and other relevant systems
are operative.
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Expected Effects
of Latency

Communications with TWR ATCO might block frequency longer than manned
aircraft due to voice latency.
Clearances may be received and executed later by the RPIL than for manned
aircraft due to voice latency causing the RPAS to block the runway for longer
periods.
RPIL control inputs may be executed later by the RPAS due to C2 latency.
C2 latency can cause the RPIL to notice and respond to the engine failure with
a greater delay than for manned aircraft. This may reduce the amount of time
available to resolve the contingency.
In case the propulsion failure appears close but below VR and the RPIL
manually commands an RTO, C2 latency can delay the transmission of the RTO
command to the RPA and result in a denial of the command. In that case, the
RPA barely takes off, as it has just reached VR. The resulting situation is
described in the following use case (chapter 4.2.1.2).

Table 4-16: Flow of Activities for Propulsion Failure for Single Engine RPAS in Take-off before VR

#
1

Phase

TWR ATCO

Take-off clearance

TWR ATCO gives clearance
for take-off.

Latency
Voice

RPAS rolling

RPAS starts rolling on the
runway.
RPIL detects an engine
failure that initiates a
Rejected Take-Off
procedure via the RPA
Flight Management System.
RPIL verifies the speed is
below VR.

C2

Rejected take-off
execution

RPIL monitors FMS
automatically executing the
Rejected Take-Off
procedure before V1 or
actively commands the
procedure up to VR.

C2

Aircraft Stop

RPIL reports to TWR ATCO
that the RPAS stopped and
asks for instructions.

Voice

2

3

4

RPIL

TWR ATCO gives
instructions/clearance to
vacate the runway.
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4.2.1.2 Take-off After VR
Table 4-17: Characteristics of Propulsion Failure for a Single Engine RPAS after VR

Description

This use case considers a propulsion failure of a single engine IFR RPA during
take-off after VR speed was reached.

Actors

RPIL, TWR ATCO

Preconditions

RPAS has received a clearance from the TWR ATCO for take-off. The engine is
running. The ATOL is active and performing automatic take-off operations.

Postconditions

The RPA has either performed an emergency landing at the departure airport,
a suitable site outside the airport, or flown into terrain.

Assumptions

In addition to the RPAS specific assumptions listed in Section 3.3, it is assumed
that the TWR ATCO can monitor the RPAS using radar, or alternatively, TWR
will use airport specific procedures to be able to monitor RPAS.
It is assumed, that a diagnostic of the engine is available in order to alert the
RPIL to take control over the RPA, or steer the RPA according to preprogrammed contingency procedures.

Expected Effects
of Latency

Communications with TWR ATCO might block frequency longer than manned
aircraft due to voice latency.
Clearances may be received and executed later by the RPIL than for manned
aircraft due to voice latency.
RPIL control inputs may be executed later by the RPAS due to C2 latency.
C2 latency can cause the RPIL to notice and respond to the engine failure with
a greater delay than for manned aircraft. This may reduce the amount of time
available to resolve the contingency.
ATC may have to increase separation margins to cope with the slower
reactions of the RPAS to ATC commands due to C2 and voice latency.

Table 4-18: Flow of Activities for Propulsion Failure for a Single Engine RPAS after VR

#

Phase

TWR ATCO
TWR ATCO gives clearance for
take-off.

RPIL
RPIL initiates ATOL system.

Latency

1

Take-off
clearance

Voice

2

RPA rolling &
take-off

RPA starts rolling on the
runway, the ATOL system
initiates the rotation and the
RPA gets airborne.

C2

3

RPA engine
failure

After the RPA is airborne, the
RPIL detects a (full) engine

C2
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failure on his instrument
panel.
4

Contingency
procedure

The RPIL takes over the
control of the RPA and
manually steers the RPA
according to the best suitable
contingency procedure, e.g.
performing an emergency
landing at the departure
airport, an emergency landing
on a suitable site, or a
controlled flight into terrain.

Voice + C2

Alternatively, the ATOL system
might perform the procedure
under supervision of the RPIL.

TWR ATCO acknowledges
emergency situation, assists
the RPIL, and manages other
manned aircraft in order to
maintain a safe separation
from the RPA in coordination
with APP Exe. ATCO.

The RPIL declares an
emergency using the
“Mayday” signal and informs
the ATCO about the planned
procedure.

4.2.1.3 Departure via SID, Arrival via STAR, Holding and Approach
Table 4-19: Characteristics of Propulsion Failure for a Single Engine RPAS in other TMA Phases

Description

This use case considers a (full) propulsion failure of a single engine IFR RPA
during Departure, Arrival, Holding, or Approach phases of the flight in
proximity to the TMA.

Actors

APP Exe. ATCO, TWR ATCO, RPIL

Preconditions

RPA is in flight, either flying SID, or STAR, or is in the Holding or Approach
phases under surveillance of the APP Exe. ATCO.

Postconditions

The RPA has either performed an emergency landing at a suitable airport, a
suitable site outside the airport, or flown into terrain.

Assumptions

RPA is flying high enough to either return to the departure airport, proceed to
the planned destination, or fly/glide to an alternative airport along the route.
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It is assumed, that a diagnostic of the engine is available in order to alert the
RPIL to take control over the RPA, who will use navigational instruments for
landing.

Expected Effects
of Latency

Communications with TWR and APP Exe. ATCOs might block frequency longer
than manned aircraft due to voice latency.
Clearances may be received and executed later by the RPIL than for manned
aircraft due to voice latency.
RPIL control inputs may be executed later by the RPAS due to C2 latency.
C2 latency can cause the RPIL to notice and respond to the engine failure with
a greater delay than for manned aircraft. This may reduce the amount of time
available to resolve the contingency.
ATC may have to increase separation margins to cope with the slower
reactions of the RPAS to ATC commands due to C2 and voice latency.

Table 4-20: Flow of Activities for Propulsion Failure for a Single Engine RPAS in other TMA Phases

#

Phase

1

2

APP Exe. ATCO

RPIL

Latency

RPA engine
failure

Within flight, the
RPIL detects a (full)
engine failure on
the instrument
panel.

C2

Emergency
declaration

After ensuring that
the RPA is under
control by the
FMS, the RPIL
declares an
emergency using
the “Mayday”
signal and informs
the ATCO about
the planned
procedure.

Voice + C2

App Exe. ATCO
acknowledges
emergency
situation, assists
the RPIL, and
manages other
manned aircraft in
order to maintain

TWR ATCO

Voice
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a safe separation
from the RPA.
3

Contingency
procedure

4

Transfer of
Control

The RPIL evaluates
the situation and
initiates a
contingency
procedure in
cooperation with
the App Exe. ATCO.
APP Exe. ATCO
transfers radio and
radar control of
the RPAS to the
TWR ATCO.

RPIL contacts the
TWR ATCO and
informs him/her
about the RPA
position and the
emergency
situation.
TWR ATCO
assumes the
radio and radar
control of the
RPAS, and
manages other
manned aircraft
in order to
maintain a safe
separation from
the RPA.

5

Landing

The RPIL lands the
RPA using
navigational
instruments.

Partial Propulsion Failure – Multi Engine RPAS
4.2.2.1 Take-off Before V1
Table 4-21: Characteristics of Propulsion Failure for Multi Engine IFR RPAS in Take-off before V1

Description

This use case considers a partial propulsion failure of a multi engine IFR RPAS
during take-off before V1 speed is reached. The take-off will be aborted.

Actors

RPIL, TWR ATCO
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Preconditions

RPAS has received a clearance from the TWR ATCO for take-off. The engines
are running. The ATOL is active and performing automatic take-off operations.

Postconditions

RPA comes to a full stop on the runway.

Assumptions

In addition to the RPAS specific assumptions listed in Section 3.3, it is assumed
that the TWR ATCO can monitor the RPAS using radar, or alternatively, TWR
will use airport specific procedures to be able to monitor RPAS.
It is assumed, that a diagnostic of the engine is available in order to alert the
RPIL of a (partial) engine failure so that he/she can take control over the RPA,
or steer the RPA according to pre-programmed contingency procedures
analogue to GA aircraft.

Expected Effects
of Latency

Communications with TWR ATCO might block frequency longer than manned
aircraft due to voice latency.
Clearances may be received and executed later by the RPIL than for manned
aircraft due to voice latency causing the RPAS to block the runway for longer
periods.
RPIL control inputs may be executed later by the RPAS due to C2 latency.
C2 latency can cause the RPIL to notice and respond to the engine failure with
a greater delay than for manned aircraft. This may reduce the amount of time
available to resolve the contingency.
In case the RPIL manually commands an RTO below V1 but C2 latency delay
the transmission of the command causing the procedure to start above V1,
but before VR, the RTO may result in a runway excursion.

Table 4-22: Flow of Activities for Propulsion Failure for Multi engine RPAS in Take-off before V1

#

Phase

TWR ATCO

RPIL

TWR ATCO gives clearance
for take-off.

Latency

1

Take-off
clearance

Voice

2

RPAS rolling

RPAS starts rolling on the
runway.
RPIL detects an engine
failure that initiates a
Rejected Take-Off procedure
by the RPA Flight
Management System.
RPIL verifies the speed is
below V1.

C2

3

Rejected take-off
execution

RPIL monitors FMS
automatically executing the
Rejected Take-Off procedure

C2
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or manually commands the
procedure.
4

Aircraft Stop

RPIL reports to TWR ATCO
that the RPAS stopped and
asks for instructions.

Voice

TWR ATCO gives
instructions/clearance to
vacate the runway.

4.2.2.2 Take-off between V1 and VR without RTO
Table 4-23: Characteristics of Propulsion Failure for Multi Engine RPAS in Take-off between V1 and VR without
RTO

Description

This use case considers a partial propulsion failure of a multi engine IFR RPAS
during take-off after V1 speed was reached.

Actors

RPIL, TWR ATCO

Preconditions

RPAS has received a clearance from the TWR ATCO for take-off. The engines
are running. The ATOL is active and performing automatic take-off operations.

Postconditions

RPA is airborne and flying at V2 or faster, RPIL evaluates diversion options (e.g.
engine restart, immediate return to departure airport, fuel reduction, landing
at alternate airport).

Assumptions

In addition to the RPAS specific assumptions listed in Section 3.3, it is assumed
that the TWR ATCO can monitor the RPAS using radar, or alternatively, TWR
will use airport specific procedures to be able to monitor RPAS.
It is assumed, that a diagnostic of the engine is available in order to alert the
RPIL of a (partial) engine failure so that he/she can take control over the RPA,
or steer the RPA according to pre-programmed contingency procedures
analogue to GA aircraft.

Expected Effects
of Latency

Communications with TWR ATCO might block frequency longer than manned
aircraft due to voice latency.
Clearances may be received and executed later by the RPIL than for manned
aircraft due to voice latency causing the RPAS to block the runway for longer
periods.
RPIL control inputs may be executed later by the RPAS due to C2 latency.
C2 latency can cause the RPIL to notice and respond to the engine failure with
a greater delay than for manned aircraft. This may reduce the amount of time
available to resolve the contingency.
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Table 4-24: Flow of Activities for Propulsion Failure for Multi Engine RPAS in Take-off between V1 and VR
without RTO

#

Phase

1

Take-off
clearance

2

3

TWR ATCO

RPIL

Latency

RPIL initiates ATOL system.

Voice

RPAS
rolling

RPA starts rolling on the
runway.
RPIL detects a partial
engine failure on his/her
instrument panel and
verifies the speed is at, or
above V1.

C2

RPAS takeoff

Based on the low criticality
of the engine failure, the
RPIL decides to continue
the take-off.

C2

TWR ATCO gives clearance for
take-off.

The RPIL takes over the
control of the RPA, or
monitors the ATOL system,
acting according to the
best suitable contingency
procedure.
4

Diversion
planning

TWR ATCO acknowledges
abnormal situation, assists the
RPIL, and manages other manned
aircraft in order to maintain a safe
separation from the RPA in
coordination with APP Exe. ATCO.

RPIL informs TWR ATCO
about the engine failure
using “Mayday”
emergency signal,
evaluates diversion options
and asks for assistance or
advice if needed.

Voice + C2
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4.2.2.3 Take-off between V1 and VR with RTO
Table 4-25: Characteristics of Propulsion Failure for Multi Engine RPAS in Take-off between V1 and VR with
RTO

Description

This use case considers a partial propulsion failure of a multi engine IFR RPAS
during take-off after V1 speed was reached, but below VR. Due to the
criticality of the propulsion loss, the RPIL commands an RTO.

Actors

RPIL, TWR ATCO

Preconditions

RPAS has received a clearance from the TWR ATCO for take-off. The engines
are running. The ATOL is active and performing automatic take-off operations.

Postconditions

RPA comes to a full stop beyond the runway.

Assumptions

In addition to the RPAS specific assumptions listed in Section 3.3, it is assumed
that the TWR ATCO can monitor the RPAS using radar, or alternatively, TWR
will use airport specific procedures to be able to monitor RPAS.
It is assumed, that a diagnostic of the engine is available in order to alert the
RPIL of a (partial) engine failure so that he/she can take control over the RPA,
or steer the RPA according to pre-programmed contingency procedures
analogue to GA aircraft.

Expected Effects
of Latency

Communications with TWR ATCO might block frequency longer than manned
aircraft due to voice latency.
Clearances may be received and executed later by the RPIL than for manned
aircraft due to voice latency causing the RPAS to block the runway for longer
periods.
RPIL control inputs may be executed later by the RPAS due to C2 latency.
C2 latency can cause the RPIL to notice and respond to the engine failure with
a greater delay than for manned aircraft. This may reduce the amount of time
available to resolve the contingency.
In case the RPIL manually commands an RTO below VR but C2 latency delays
the transmission of this command making it reach the RPA above VR, RPA will
deny the command (i.e. in an execution of the take-off). The resulting situation
is comparable to the following use case (chapter 4.2.2.4).

Table 4-26: Flow of Activities for Propulsion Failure for Multi Engine RPAS in Take-off between V1 and VR with
RTO

#

Phase

1

Take-off
clearance

TWR ATCO
TWR ATCO gives clearance for
take-off.

RPIL

Latency

RPIL initiates ATOL system.

Voice
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2

RPAS
rolling

RPA starts rolling on the
runway.
RPIL detects a partial
engine failure on his/her
instrument panel and
verifies the speed is at, or
above V1.

C2

3

Rejected
take-off
execution

Based on the high
criticality of the engine
failure the RPIL commands
an RTO, knowing that the
command may cause the
RPA to exceed the runway
limits before coming to a
complete stop.

C2

4

Aircraft
Stop

RPIL informs TWR ATCO
about the engine failure
and exceeded runway
using “Mayday”
emergency signal and asks
for instructions.

Voice + C2

TWR ATCO acknowledges
emergency situation, alerts the
firefighters, and manages other
manned aircraft in order to
maintain a safe separation from
the RPA in coordination with APP
Exe. ATCO.

4.2.2.4 Take-off After VR
Table 4-27: Characteristics of Propulsion Failure for Multi Engine RPAS in Take-off after VR

Description

This use case considers a partial propulsion failure of a multi engine IFR RPAS
during take-off after VR speed was reached.

Actors

RPIL, TWR ATCO

Preconditions

RPAS has received a clearance from the TWR ATCO for take-off. The engines
are running. The ATOL is active and performing automatic take-off operations.

Postconditions

RPA is airborne and flying at V2 or faster, RPIL evaluates diversion options (e.g.
engine restart, immediate return to departure airport, fuel reduction, landing
at alternate airport, or a controlled flight into terrain).
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Assumptions

In addition to the RPAS specific assumptions listed in Section 3.3, it is assumed
that the TWR ATCO can monitor the RPAS using radar, or alternatively, TWR
will use airport specific procedures to be able to monitor RPAS.
It is assumed, that a diagnostic of the engine is available in order to alert the
RPIL of a (partial) engine failure so that he/she can take control over the RPA,
or steer the RPA according to pre-programmed contingency procedures
analogue to GA aircraft.

Expected Effects
of Latency

Communications with TWR ATCO might block frequency longer than manned
aircraft due to voice latency.
Clearances may be received and executed later by the RPIL than for manned
aircraft due to voice latency.
RPIL control inputs may be executed later by the RPAS due to C2 latency.
C2 latency can cause the RPIL to notice and respond to the engine failure with
a greater delay than for manned aircraft. This may reduce the amount of time
available to resolve the contingency.
ATC may have to increase separation margins to cope with the slower
reactions of the RPAS to ATC commands due to C2 and voice latency.

Table 4-28: Flow of Activities for Propulsion Failure for Multi Engine RPAS in Take-off after VR

#

Phase

TWR ATCO
TWR ATCO gives clearance for
take-off.

RPIL
RPIL initiates ATOL
system.

Latency

1

Take-off
clearance

Voice

2

RPA rolling &
take-off

RPA starts rolling on the
runway, the ATOL system
initiates the rotation and
the RPA gets airborne.

C2

3

RPA engine
failure

After the RPA is airborne,
the RPIL detects a (full)
engine failure on his
instrument panel.

C2
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4

Contingency
procedure

The RPIL takes over the
control of the RPA and
manually steers the RPA
according to the best
suitable contingency
procedure, e.g.
performing an
emergency landing at
the departure airport,
an emergency landing
on a suitable site, or a
controlled flight into
terrain.

Voice + C2

Alternatively, the ATOL
system might perform
the procedure under
supervision of the RPIL.

TWR ATCO acknowledges
emergency situation, assists
the RPIL, and manages other
manned aircraft in order to
maintain a safe separation
from the RPA in coordination
with APP Exe. ATCO.

The RPIL declares an
emergency using the
“Mayday” signal and
informs the ATCO about
the planned procedure.

4.2.2.5 Departure via SID, Arrival via STAR, Holding and Approach
Table 4-29: Characteristics of Propulsion Failure for Multi Engine RPAS in other TMA Phases

Description

This use case considers a partial propulsion failure of a multi- engine IFR RPA
during Departure, Arrival, Holding, or Approach phases of the flight in
proximity to the TMA.

Actors

APP Exe. ATCO, TWR ATCO, RPIL

Preconditions

RPA is in flight, either flying SID, or STAR, or is in the Holding or Approach
phases under surveillance of the APP Exe. ATCO.

Postconditions

RPA has landed on a suitable airport.

Assumptions

RPA is flying high enough to either return to the departure airport, proceed to
the planned destination, or fly to an alternative airport along the route.
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It is assumed, that a diagnostic of the engine is available in order to alert the
RPIL of a (partial) engine failure so that he/she take control over the RPA,
using navigational instruments for landing, or perform an automated landing
with limited propulsion.

Expected Effects
of Latency

Communications with TWR and APP Exe. ATCOs might block frequency longer
than manned aircraft due to voice latency.
Clearances may be received and executed later by the RPIL than for manned
aircraft due to voice latency.
RPIL control inputs may be executed later by the RPAS due to C2 latency.
C2 latency can cause the RPIL to notice and respond to the engine failure with
a greater delay than for manned aircraft. This may reduce the amount of time
available to resolve the contingency.
ATC may have to increase separation margins to cope with the slower
reactions of the RPAS to ATC commands due to C2 and voice latency.

Table 4-30: Flow of Activities for Propulsion Failure for Multi Engine RPAS in other TMA Phases

#

Phase

TWR ATCO

APP Exe. ATCO

RPIL

1

RPA engine
failure

Within flight, the
RPIL detects a
partial engine
failure on the
instrument panel.

2

Emergency
declaration

After ensuring that
the RPA is under
control by the FMS,
the RPIL declares
an emergency
situation using the
“Mayday” signal.

Latency
C2

Voice + C2

App Exe. ATCO
acknowledges
emergency situation,
assists the RPIL, and
manages other
manned aircraft in
order to maintain a
safe separation from
the RPA.
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3

Diversion
procedure

4

Transfer of
Control

The RPIL evaluates
the situation and, if
applicable, initiates
a diversion from
the flight plan in
cooperation with
the App Exe. ATCO.
APP Exe. ATCO
transfers radio and
radar control of the
RPAS to the TWR
ATCO.

RPIL contacts the
TWR ATCO and
informs him/her
about the RPA
position, the
emergency
situation, and
intent.

C2

Voice

TWR ATCO
assumes the radio
and radar control
of the RPAS, and
manages other
manned aircraft in
order to maintain
a safe separation
from the RPA.
6

Landing

Either the RPIL
lands the RPA using
navigational
instrument, or the
ATOL system lands
the RPA on a
runway or suitable
emergency landing
spot and reduces
the speed
automatically
under the
surveillance of the
RPIL.

C2
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Automatic Take-Off and Landing System (ATOL) Occurrences
4.2.3.1 Take-Off Before V1
Table 4-31: Characteristics of ATOL Failure during Take-off before V1

Description

This use case considers an ATOL occurrence3 during the IFR RPAS Take-Off
operations, while the RPAS is rolling on the runway and the speed is lower
than V1. The take-off will be rejected.

Actors

RPIL, TWR ATCO

Preconditions

RPAS has received a clearance from the TWR ATCO to take-off. The ATOL
system is active and it is performing the automatic take-off operations.

Postconditions

RPAS reaches a full stop on the runway.

Assumptions

The ATOL system is Failure Operational and a single failure should not prevent
the system to perform its operation. It is here supposed that the ATOL
occurrence prevents to continue the take-off procedure in any way and that
the Rejected Take-Off (RTO) is mandatory. The ATOL occurrence could be
intrinsic to the ATOL system, and therefore detected by the ATOL system
itself, or it could be due to an RPAS that prevents the ATOL capability from
performing routine operations, detected by the RPIL.
The C2 link and other relevant systems are operative.

Expected Effects
of Latency

In case the RPIL manually commands an RTO below V1 but C2 latency delay
the transmission of the command causing the procedure to start above V1,
but before VR, the RTO may result in a runway excursion.

Table 4-32: Flow of Activities for an ATOL Failure during Take-off before V1

#
1

Phase
Take-off
clearance

TWR ATCO

RPIL

Latency

TWR ATCO gives clearance to
take-off

3

As in [6], “the term ‘ATOL occurrence’ refers to any cause that prevents the ATOL capability from performing
routine operations”.
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2

RPA rolling

The RPIL acknowledges
clearance and initiates
the automated take-off.
The RPA starts to roll on
the runway.

3

Contingency
detection

An ATOL occurrence is
detected by the RPIL.
The RPIL verifies the
speed is below V1 and
manually commands a
Rejected Take-Off
procedure

C2
(if the
RPIL
detects
the
failure)

OR
An ATOL occurrence is
detected by the ATOL
system.
The RPAS verifies the
speed is below V1 and
automatically commands
a Rejected Take-Off
procedure.
4

Rejected takeoff execution

RTO procedure is
executed by the RPA FMS.
The RPIL leaves the FMS
to execute the Rejected
Take-Off procedure.

5

Aircraft Stop

The RPIL declares
STOPPED to the TWR
ATCO and asks/waits for
instructions.

TWR ATCO gives
instructions/clearance to vacate
the runway.

Voice

Voice
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4.2.3.2 Take-Off After V1
Table 4-33: Characteristics of ATOL Failure during Take-off after V1

Description

This use case considers an ATOL occurrence during the IFR RPAS Take-Off
operations, while the RPA is rolling on the runway and the speed is above V1.
Return-To-Base (RTB) manoeuvre will be executed.

Actors

RPIL, TWR ATCO

Preconditions

RPAS has received a clearance from the TWR ATCO to take-off. The ATOL
system is active and it is performing the automatic take-off operations.

Postconditions

RPAS is cleared to execute an RTB manoeuvre.

Assumptions

The ATOL system is Failure Operational and a single failure should not prevent
the system to perform its operation. It is here supposed that the ATOL
occurrence prevents to continue in any way the take-off procedure, so that
RTB is mandatory. The C2 link and other relevant systems are operative.

Expected Effects
of Latency

R/T and C2 link latency affects this use case as the RPIL has to manually takeoff the RPA and request clearance for the RTB manoeuvre.

Table 4-34: Flow of Activities for ATOL Failure during Take-off after V1

#
1

Phase
Take-off
clearance

4

RPIL

Latency

TWR ATCO gives
clearance to take-off

RPA rolling

The RPIL acknowledges clearance
and initiates the automated takeoff. The RPA starts to roll on the
runway.

C2

Contingency
detection

RPIL detects an ATOL occurrence
(either in the ATOL system itself or
external) that generates a degraded
operability of the ATOL, such that
the take-off cannot be
automatically executed.
RPIL verifies the speed is above V1.
The RPIL continues the take-off
procedure manually.

C2

2

3

TWR ATCO

Voice
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Declaration of
occurrence

The RPIL communicates the
detected occurrence to TWR ATCO.
TWR ATCO
acknowledges the
receipt of the ATOL
occurrence information.

Return to
Base
5

The RPIL requests clearance for the
RTB manoeuvre.

Voice
Voice

TWR ATCO clears or
instructs RPIL for RTB
operations.

4.2.3.3 Approach
Table 4-35: Characteristics of ATOL Failure during Approach

Description

This use case considers an ATOL occurrence during the IFR RPAS Approach
phase, while the RPA is above the Alert Height (AH). A go-around (GA)/missed
approach (MA) manoeuvre will be executed.

Actors

RPIL, APP-ATCO

Preconditions

RPAS has received a clearance from the APP-ATCO to execute a precision
approach (PA) procedure. The RPA is stabilized on approach path. The ATOL
system is active and it is performing the automatic landing operations. The
aircraft is above the AH.

Postconditions

RPAS is cleared to reach the Missed Approach Holding Fix.

Assumptions

The ATOL system is Failure Operational and a single failure should not prevent
the system to perform its operation. It is here supposed that the ATOL
occurrence prevents to continue in any way the Approach Procedure, so that
the GA/MA is mandatory. The ATOL occurrence could be intrinsic to the ATOL
system, and therefore detected by the ATOL system itself, or it could be due to
an RPAS that prevents the ATOL capability from performing routine
operations, detected by the RP. The C2 link and other relevant systems are
operative.

Expected Effects
of Latency

If the RPIL detects the ATOL occurrence, latency could cause the RPIL’s GA/MA
manual command to reach the RPA below AH. In that case the ATOL system
needs to be able to perform a non-normal landing.
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Table 4-36: Flow of Activities for ATOL Failure during Approach

#

Phase

APP-ATCO

RPIL

1

Approach

RPIL engaged the ATOL system for cleared
approach procedure automatic execution.
The RPIL monitors the status of the ATOL system.

2

Contingency
detection

The RPIL detects the ATOL occurrence and
recognizes the need to execute the MA/GA
instruction. The RPIL verifies the height is above
AH and manually commands the execution of
the MA/GA procedure.

Latency

C2
(if the
RPIL
detects
the
failure)

OR
The ATOL detects an ATOL occurrence and
recognizes the need to execute the MA/GA
instruction. The RPAS verifies the height is above
AH and automatically commands the execution
of the MA/GA procedure.
2

GA/MA
procedure

The RPIL monitors the execution of the GA
procedure (see [9], page 85).
The RPIL contacts the APP Exe. ATCO reporting
the ATOL occurrence and asks for instructions.
APP Exe.
ATCO issues
different
instructions,
if necessary.

C2 + Voice

Voice

The RPIL executes APP Exe. ATCO instructions, if
different.

Command and Control (C2) Link Failure
4.2.4.1 Departure via SID with C2 Link Recovery
Table 4-37: Characteristics of Non-nominal IFR RPAS Departure via SID with C2 Link Recovery

Description

This use case considers the case of contingency of C2 link during the IFR RPAS
departure and climb via a defined SID and link recovered.

Actors

APP Pln. ATCO, APP Exe. ATCO, RPIL
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Preconditions

RPAS has received a clearance from tower controller to take the SID with an
initial flight level. Strategic coordination between TWR and APP is in place. The
climb is in accordance with minima for the first waypoint of the SID.

Postconditions

The C2 link is re-established and the RPAS follow his planned trajectory as
soon as possible.
•
•
•
•

Assumptions

•
•
•
•
•

Expected Effects
of Latency

RPAS flight is able to follow IFR flights in terms of performance and
equipment in according to the assumptions in Section 3.3.
A full duplex satellite provides redundancy to C2 data link ensuring
adequate monitoring and control of RPAS.
In case of loss of C2 link, the RPA is able to automatically change the
code via transponder in accordance with the assumption in Section
3.3.
In case of loss of C2 link, the RPA continues to fly the SID until it
reaches the last waypoint of the SID. During the path, the RPA
continues to try to re-establish the C2 link with RPS. However, ATCO is
aware of this issue.
The termination areas are not Prohibited Areas, published in AIP and
available in the RPA FMS. Termination areas can be activated when a
squawk 7400 from RPA is activated.
A dedicated RPAS holding pattern is published in AIP at specific flight
level in order to maintain a safe separation from manned aircraft.
RPAS contingency loiter waypoints have been defined for each phase
of its flight. These loiter waypoints are geographically separated from
prevailing traffic flows.
Termination flight procedure is published starting from the holding
pattern exit point to the termination point.
Termination point is located on the ground in the published
termination area. Termination point is a point without any risk to
persons or property on the ground.

Depending on the technology that is used for voice connection, the C2 link
failure might inherit a loss of communication between RPIL and ATC, forcing the
switch to a different system: radio, SATCOM, or even a backup telephone
system as described in chapter 4.2.6. However, a C2-link system failure does not
necessarily affect the voice communication system. Therefore, latencies in
voice communications might appear during C2-link loss and will probably have
the following effect:
• Occupy frequencies longer than manned aircraft
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Table 4-38: Flow of Activities for Non-nominal IFR RPAS Departure via SID with C2 Link Recovery

#

1

2

3

Phase

APP Pln. ATCO

Loss of C2
notification

APP pln. ATCO
becomes aware
of loss of C2
link. The RPA
squawks 7400
code via
transponder
automatically.

Reaction to
loss of C2
link

Activation of
contingency
loiter
waypoint
mission

APP pln. ATCO
starts the
coordination
with TWR ATCO
in order to
assure that the
termination
area will be
clear and ready
for activation.

APP Exe. ATCO

RPIL

Latency

APP Exe. ATCO becomes
aware of loss of C2 link.
The RPA squawks 7400
code via transponder
automatically.

RPIL becomes
aware of loss of C2
link. The RPA
squawks 7400
code via
transponder
automatically.
Voice

APP Exe. Controller
manages other manned
aircraft in order to
maintain a safe
separation from the
RPA.

RPIL
communicates via
telephone,
SATCOM or radio
with APP exe.
ATCO the loss of
C2 link. RPA
continues to fly
along the SID
procedure in
autonomous way
direct to nearest
SID waypoint.

Voice

APP Exe. Controller
manages other manned
aircraft in order to
maintain a safe
separation from the
RPA.

When the RPA
reaches the prescheduled SID
waypoint and the
C2 link is not reestablished, the
RPAS follows the
contingency
waypoint
procedure defined
for the current
phase of flight. At
the loiter
waypoint, the
RPAS loiters
clockwise with the
speed and altitude
defined in the
flight plan.
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4

5

C2 link reestablished
notification

APP pln. ATCO
is notified by
RPIL that the C2
link is reestablished.

APP exe. ATCO is
notified by RPIL that the
C2 link is re-established.

RPIL becomes
aware of C2 link
re-established.

Voice

Contingency
OVER

APP pln. ATCO
ends the
coordination
with TWR ATCO
about the
termination
area. Resume
the
coordination
with APP exe.
ATCO.

APP exe. ATCO provides
instructions/clearances
for whole traffic.

C2 link is reestablished and
RPIL is able to
follow the ATCO’s
clearances.

4.2.4.2 Departure via SID with Flight Termination
Table 4-39: Characteristics of Non-nominal IFR RPAS Departure via SID with Flight Termination

Description

This use case considers the case of contingency of C2 link during the IFR RPAS
departure and climb via a defined SID and flight termination.

Actors

APP Pln. ATCO, APP Exe. ATCO, RPIL

Preconditions

RPAS has received a clearance from tower controller to take the SID with an
initial flight level. Strategic coordination between TWR and APP is in place. The
climb is in accordance with minima for the first fix of the SID.

Postconditions

C2 link is not re-established and after a determined time period useful to clear
the ground from possible occupancy, the RPAS flight will be terminated on the
termination point.
•
•
•

Assumptions
•

RPAS flight is able to follow IFR flights in terms of performance and
equipment in according to the assumptions in Section 3.3.
A full duplex satellite provides redundancy to C2 data link ensuring
adequate monitoring and control of RPAS.
In case of loss of C2 link, the RPA is be able to change automatically
the code via transponder in accordance with the assumption in
Section 3.3.
In case of loss of C2 link, the RPA continues to fly the SID until it
reaches the last waypoint of SID. During the path, the RPA continues
to try to re-establish the C2 link with RPS. However, ATCO is aware of
this issue.
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•
•
•
•
•

Expected Effects
of Latency

The termination areas are not Prohibited Areas, published in AIP, and
available in the RPA FMS. Termination areas can be activated when a
squawk 7400 from RPA is activated.
A dedicated RPA holding pattern is published in AIP at specific flight
level in order to maintain a safe separation from manned aircraft.
RPAS contingency loiter waypoints have been defined for each phase
of its flight. These loiter waypoints are geographically separated from
prevailing traffic flows.
Termination flight procedure is published starting from the holding
pattern exit point to the termination point.
Termination point is located on the ground in the published
termination area. Termination point is a point without any risk to
persons or property on the ground.

Depending on the technology that is used for voice connection, the C2 link
failure might inherit a loss of communication between RPIL and ATC, forcing the
switch to a different system: radio, SATCOM, or even a backup telephone
system as described in chapter 4.2.6. However, a C2-link system failure does not
necessarily affect the voice communication system. Therefore, latencies in
voice communications might appear during C2-link loss and will probably have
the following effect:
• Occupy frequencies longer than manned aircraft

Table 4-40: Flow of Activities for Non-nominal IFR RPAS Departure via SID with Flight Termination

#

1

2

Phase

APP Pln. ATCO

APP Exe. ATCO

RPIL

Loss of C2
notification

APP pln. ATCO
becomes aware
of loss of C2 link.
The RPA squawks
7400 code via
transponder
automatically.

APP Exe. ATCO
becomes aware
of loss of C2 link.
The RPA squawks
7400 code via
transponder
automatically.

RPIL becomes aware
of loss of C2 link. The
RPA squawks 7400
code via transponder
automatically.

Reaction to
loss of C2
link

APP pln. ATCO
starts the
coordination with
TWR ATCO in
order to assure
that the
termination area
will be clear and
ready for
activation.

APP Exe.
Controller
manages other
manned aircraft
in order to
maintain a safe
separation from
the RPAS.

RPIL communicates
the loss of C2 link via
telephone, SATCOM or
radio with APP exe.
ATCO. RPA continues
to fly along the SID
procedure in
autonomous way
direct to nearest SID
waypoint.

Latency

Voice
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3

4

Activation of
contingency
loiter
waypoint
mission

APP Exe.
Controller
manages other
manned aircraft
in order to
maintain a safe
separation from
the RPA.

When the RPA reaches
the pre-scheduled SID
waypoint and the C2
link is not reestablished, the RPA
follows the
contingency waypoint
procedure defined for
the current phase of
flight. At the loiter
waypoint, the RPA
loiters clockwise with
the speed and altitude
defined in the flight
plan.

RPAS
termination

APP Exe.
Controller
manages other
manned aircraft
in order to
maintain a safe
separation from
the RPA that is
flying direct to
the termination
area.

After a determined
time period, if the C2
link is not reestablished the RPA
flies the termination
flight procedure direct
to the termination
point.

APP pln. ATCO
continues the
coordination with
TWR ATCO in
order to maintain
the termination
area cleaned.

4.2.4.3 Arrival via STAR with C2 Link Recovery
Table 4-41: Characteristics of Non-nominal IFR RPAS Arrival via STAR with C2 Link Recovery

Description

This use case considers the case of contingency of loss of C2 link during IFR
RPAS arrival STAR and C2 link recovered.

Actors

APP Pln. ATCO, APP Exe. ATCO, RPIL

Preconditions

RPAS has received a clearance from APP exe. controller to take the STAR.
Strategic coordination between ACC and APP exe. controllers are in place.

Postconditions

As soon as possible the C2 link is re-established and the RPA follows its
planned trajectory, or a new one according to ATC instructions.

Assumptions

•

RPA flight is able to follow IFR flights in terms of performance and
equipment in according to the assumptions in Section 3.3.
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•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Expected Effects
of Latency

A full duplex satellite provides redundancy to C2 data link ensuring
adequate monitoring and control of RPAS.
In case of loss of C2 link, the RPA is able to change automatically the
code via transponder in accordance with the assumption in Section
3.3.
In case of loss of C2 link, the RPA continues to fly the STAR until it
reaches the last waypoint of STAR. During the path, the RPAS
continues to re-establish the C2 link with RPS. However, ATCO is
aware of this issue.
The termination areas are not Prohibited Areas, published in AIP, and
available in the RPA FMS. Termination areas can be activated when a
squawk 7400 from RPA is activated.
A dedicated RPA holding pattern is published in AIP at specific flight
level in order to maintain a safe separation from manned aircraft.
RPAS contingency loiter waypoints have been defined for each phase
of its flight. These loiter waypoints are geographically separated from
prevailing traffic flows.
Termination flight procedure is published starting from the holding
pattern exit point to the termination point.
Termination point is located on the ground in the published
termination area. Termination point is a point without risk to persons
or property on the ground.

Depending on the technology that is used for voice connection, the C2 link
failure might inherit a loss of communication between RPIL and ATC, forcing the
switch to a different system: radio, SATCOM, or even a backup telephone
system as described in chapter 4.2.6. However, a C2-link system failure does not
necessarily affect the voice communication system. Therefore, latencies in
voice communications might appear during C2-link loss and will probably have
the following effect:
• Occupy frequencies longer than manned aircraft

Table 4-42: Flow of Activities for Non-nominal IFR RPAS Arrival via STAR with C2 Link Recovery

#

1

Phase

APP Pln. ATCO

Loss of C2
notification

APP pln. ATCO
becomes aware
of loss of C2
link. The RPA
squawks 7400
code via
transponder
automatically.

APP Exe. ATCO

RPIL

APP Exe. ATCO becomes
aware of loss of C2 link.
The RPA squawks 7400
code via transponder
automatically.

RPIL becomes
aware of loss of C2
link. The RPA
squawks 7400
code via
transponder
automatically.

Latency
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2

Reaction to
loss of C2
link.

APP pln. ATCO
starts the
coordination
with TWR ATCO
in order to
assure that the
termination
area will be
clear and ready
for activation.

3

Activation of
contingency
loiter
waypoint
mission

4

C2 link reestablished
notification

APP pln. ATCO
is notified by
RPIL that the C2
link is reestablished.

Contingency
OVER

APP pln. ATCO
ends the
coordination
with TWR ATCO
about the
termination
area. Resume

5

APP Exe. Controller
manages other manned
aircraft in order to
maintain a safe
separation from the
RPAS

RPIL
communicates via
telephone,
SATCOM or radio
with APP exe.
ATCO the loss of
C2 link. RPA
continues to fly
along the STAR
procedure in
autonomous way
direct to nearest
STAR waypoint.

APP Exe. Controller
manages other manned
aircraft in order to
maintain a safe
separation from the
RPA.

When the RPA
reaches the prescheduled STAR
waypoint and the
C2 link is not reestablished, the
RPA follows the
contingency
waypoint
procedure defined
for the current
phase of flight. At
the loiter
waypoint, the RPA
loiters clockwise
with the speed
and altitude
defined in the
flight plan.

APP exe. ATCO is
notified by RPIL that the
C2 link is re-established.

RPIL becomes
aware of C2 link
re-established.

APP exe. ATCO Provides
instructions/clearances
for whole traffic.

C2 link is reestablished and
RPIL is able to
follow the ATCO’s
clearances.

Voice

Voice
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the
coordination
with APP exe.
ATCO.

4.2.4.4 Arrival via STAR with Flight Termination
Table 4-43: Characteristics of Non-nominal IFR RPAS Arrival via STAR with Flight Termination

Description

This use case considers the case of contingency of loss of C2 link during IFR
RPAS arrival STAR and flight termination

Actors

APP Pln. ATCO, APP Exe. ATCO, RPIL

Preconditions

RPAS has received a clearance from APP exe. Controller to take the STAR.
Strategic coordination between ACC and APP exe. Controllers are in place.

Postconditions

C2 link is not re-established and after a determined time period useful to clear
the ground from possible occupant, the RPAS flight will be terminated on the
termination point.
•
•
•
•

Assumptions

•
•
•
•
•

RPAS flight is able to follow IFR flights in terms of performance and
equipment in according to the assumptions in Section 3.3.
A full duplex satellite provides redundancy to C2 data link ensuring
adequate monitoring and control of RPAS.
In case of loss of C2 link, the RPA is be able to change automatically
the code via transponder in accordance with the assumption Section
3.3.
In case of loss of C2 link, the RPA continues to fly the STAR until it
reaches the last waypoint of STAR. During the path, the RPAS
continues to try to re-establish the C2 link with RPS. However, ATCO is
aware of this issue.
The termination areas are not Prohibited Areas, published in AIP, and
available in the RPAS FMS. Termination areas can be activated when a
squawk 7400 from RPA is activated.
A dedicated RPA holding pattern is published in AIP at specific flight
level in order to maintain a safe separation from manned aircraft.
RPAS contingency loiter waypoints have been defined for each phase
of its flight. These loiter waypoints are geographically separated from
prevailing traffic flows.
Termination flight procedure is published starting from the holding
pattern exit point to the termination point.
Termination point is located on the ground in the published
termination area. Termination point is a point without risk to persons
or property on the ground.
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Expected Effects
of Latency

Depending on the technology that is used for voice connection, the C2 link
failure might inherit a loss of communication between RPIL and ATC, forcing the
switch to a different system: radio, SATCOM, or even a backup telephone
system as described in chapter 4.2.6. However, a C2-link system failure does not
necessarily affect the voice communication system. Therefore, latencies in
voice communications might appear during C2-link loss and will probably have
the following effect:
• Occupy frequencies longer than manned aircraft

Table 4-44: Flow of Activities for Non-nominal IFR RPAS Arrival via STAR with Flight Termination

#

1

2

3

Phase

APP Pln. ATCO

APP Exe. ATCO

Loss of C2
notification

APP pln. ATCO
becomes aware
of loss of C2 link.
The RPA squawks
7400 code via
transponder
automatically.

APP Exe. ATCO
becomes aware
of loss of C2 link.
The RPA squawks
7400 code via
transponder
automatically.

RPIL becomes aware
of loss of C2 link. The
RPA squawks 7400
code via transponder
automatically.

Reaction to
loss of C2
link.

APP pln. ATCO
starts the
coordination with
TWR ATCO in
order to assure
that the
termination area
will be clear and
ready for
activation.

APP Exe.
Controller
manages other
manned aircraft
in order to
maintain a safe
separation from
the RPAS

RPIL communicates via
telephone, SATCOM or
radio with APP exe.
ATCO the loss of C2
link. RPA continues to
fly along the STAR
procedure in
autonomous way
direct to nearest STAR
waypoint.

APP Exe.
Controller
manages other
manned aircraft
in order to
maintain a safe
separation from
the RPA.

When the RPA reaches
the pre-scheduled
STAR waypoint and
the C2 link is not reestablished, the RPA
follows the
contingency waypoint
procedure defined for
the current phase of
flight. At the loiter
waypoint, the RPA
loiters clockwise with
the speed and altitude

Activation of
contingency
loiter
waypoint
mission

RPIL

Latency

Voice
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defined in the flight
plan.

4

RPAS
termination

APP pln. ATCO
continues the
coordination with
TWR ATCO in
order to maintain
the termination
area cleaned.

APP Exe.
Controller
manages other
manned aircraft
in order to
maintain a safe
separation from
the RPA that is
flying direct to
the termination
area.

After a determined
time period, if the C2
link is not reestablished the RPA
flies the termination
flight procedure direct
to the termination
point.

4.2.4.5 Holding Procedure with C2 Link Recovery
Table 4-45: Characteristics of Non-nominal IFR RPAS Holding with C2 Link Recovery

Description

This use case considers the case of contingency of loss of C2 link during IFR
RPAS holding pattern with C2 link recovered

Actors

APP Pln. ATCO, APP Exe. ATCO, RPIL

Preconditions

RPAS has received a clearance from APP exe. controller to follow the holding
procedure. Strategic coordination between APP exe. and pln. controllers are in
place.

Postconditions

As soon as possible the C2 link is re-established and the RPA follow its planned
trajectory, or a new one according to ATC instructions.
•
•
•

Assumptions
•
•

RPAS flight is able to follow IFR flights in terms of performance and
equipment in according to the assumptions in Section 3.3.
A full duplex satellite provides redundancy to C2 data link ensuring
adequate monitoring and control of RPAS.
In case of loss of C2 link, the RPA is able to change automatically the
code via transponder in accordance with the assumption in Section
3.3.
In case of loss of C2 link, the RPA continues to fly the holding
procedure. During the path, the RPAS continues to try to re-establish
the C2 link with RPS. However, ATCO is aware of this issue.
The termination areas are not Prohibited Areas, published in AIP, and
available in the RPA FMS. Termination areas can be activated when a
squawk 7400 from RPAS is activated.
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•
•
•

Expected Effects
of Latency

A dedicated RPA holding pattern is published in AIP at specific flight
level in order to maintain a safe separation from manned aircraft.
Termination flight procedure is published starting from the holding
pattern exit point to the termination point.
Termination point is located on the ground in the published
termination area. Termination point is a point without risk to persons
or property on the ground.

Depending on the technology that is used for voice connection, the C2 link
failure might inherit a loss of communication between RPIL and ATC, forcing
the switch to a different system: radio, SATCOM, or even a backup telephone
system as described in chapter 4.2.6. However, a C2-link system failure does
not necessarily affect the voice communication system. Therefore, latencies in
voice communications might appear during C2-link loss and will probably have
the following effect:
• Occupy frequencies longer than manned aircraft

Table 4-46: Flow of Activities for Non-nominal IFR RPAS Holding with C2 Link Recovery

#

Phase

APP Pln. ATCO

APP Exe. ATCO

Loss of C2
notification

APP pln. ATCO
becomes aware
of loss of C2
link. The RPA
squawks 7400
code via
transponder
automatically.

APP Exe. ATCO becomes
aware of loss of C2 link.
The RPA squawks 7400
code via transponder
automatically.

RPIL becomes
aware of loss of
C2 link. The RPA
squawks 7400
code via
transponder
automatically.
Voice

2

reaction to
loss of C2
link.

APP pln. ATCO
starts the
coordination in
order to assure
that the
termination
area will be
clear and ready
for activation.

APP Exe. Controller
manages other manned
aircraft in order to
maintain a safe
separation from the
RPAS.

RPIL
communicates
via telephone,
SATCOM or radio
with APP exe.
ATCO the loss of
C2 link. RPA
continues to fly
along the
dedicated holding
pattern in
autonomous way.

APP pln. ATCO is
notified by RPIL
that the C2 link

APP exe. ATCO is
notified by RPIL that the
C2 link is re-established.

RPIL becomes
aware of C2 link
re-established.

Voice

3

C2 link reestablished
notification

1

RPIL

Latency
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is reestablished.

4

Contingency
OVER

APP pln. ATCO
ends the
coordination
with TWR ATCO
APP exe. ATCO provides
about the
instructions/clearances
termination
for whole traffic.
area. Resumes
the coordination
with APP exe.
ATCO.

C2 link is reestablished and
RPIL is able to
follow the ATCO’s
clearances.

4.2.4.6 Holding Procedure with Flight Termination
Table 4-47: Characteristics of Non-nominal IFR RPAS Holding with Flight Termination

Description

This use case considers the case of contingency of loss of C2 link during IFR
RPAS holding pattern and flight termination

Actors

APP Pln. ATCO, APP Exe. ATCO, RPIL

Preconditions

RPAS has received a clearance from APP exe. controller to follow the holding
procedure. Strategic coordination between APP exe. and pln. controllers are in
place.

Postconditions

C2 link is not re-established and after a determined time period useful to clear
the ground from possible occupant, the RPAS flight will be terminated on the
termination point.
•
•
•

Assumptions
•
•

RPAS flight is able to follow IFR flights in terms of performance and
equipment in according to the assumptions in Section 3.3.
A full duplex satellite provides redundancy to C2 data link ensuring
adequate monitoring and control of RPAS.
In case of loss of C2 link, the RPA is be able to change automatically
the code via transponder in accordance with the assumption in
Section 3.3.
In case of loss of C2 link, the RPA continues to fly the holding
procedure. During the path, the RPA continues to try to re-establish
the C2 link with RPS. However, ATCO is aware of this issue.
The termination areas are not Prohibited Areas, published in AIP, and
available in the RPAS FMS. Termination areas can be activated when a
squawk 7400 from RPA is activated.
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•
•
•

Expected Effects
of Latency

A dedicated RPAS holding pattern is published in AIP at specific flight
level in order to maintain a safe separation from manned aircraft.
Termination flight procedure is published starting from the holding
pattern exit point to the termination point.
Termination point is located on the ground in the published
termination area. Termination point is a point without risk to persons
or property on the ground.

Depending on the technology that is used for voice connection, the C2 link
failure might inherit a loss of communication between RPIL and ATC, forcing the
switch to a different system: radio, SATCOM, or even a backup telephone
system as described in chapter 4.2.6. However, a C2-link system failure does not
necessarily affect the voice communication system. Therefore, latencies in
voice communications might appear during C2-link loss and will probably have
the following effect:
• Occupy frequencies longer than manned aircraft

Table 4-48: Flow of Activities for Non-nominal IFR RPAS Holding with Flight Termination

#

1

2

3

Phase

APP Pln. ATCO

APP Exe. ATCO

RPIL

APP Exe. ATCO is
aware of loss of C2
link. The RPA
squawks 7400 code
via transponder
automatically.

RPIL is aware of loss
of C2 link. The RPA
squawks 7400 code
via transponder
automatically.

Loss of C2
notification

APP pln. ATCO is
aware of loss of
C2 link. The RPA
squawks 7400
code via
transponder
automatically.

Reaction to
loss of C2
link.

APP pln. ATCO
starts the
coordination in
order to assure
that the
termination area
will be clear and
ready for
activation.

APP Exe. Controller
manages other
manned aircraft in
order to maintain a
safe separation
from the RPA.

RPIL communicates
via telephone,
SATCOM or radio
with APP exe. ATCO
the loss of C2 link.
RPA continues to fly
along the dedicated
holding pattern in
autonomous way.

RPAS
termination

APP pln. ATCO
continues the
coordination with
TWR ATCO in
order to maintain
the termination
area cleaned.

APP Exe. Controller
manages other
manned aircraft in
order to maintain a
safe separation
from the RPA that
is flying direct to

After a determined
time period, if the C2
link is not reestablished the RPA
flies the termination
flight procedure

Latency

Voice
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the termination
area.

direct to the
termination point.

4.2.4.7 Approach with C2 Link Recovery
Table 4-49: Characteristics of Non-nominal IFR RPAS Approach with C2 Link Recovery

Description

This use case considers the case of contingency of loss of C2 link during IFR
RPAS approach with C2 link recovered

Actors

APP Exe. ATCO, APP Pln. ATCO, RPIL

Preconditions

RPAS has received a clearance from APP exe. controller to follow the approach
path. Strategic coordination between APP exe. Controller and TWR ATCO are
in place.

Postconditions

As soon as possible the C2 link is re-established and the RPA follows its
planned trajectory, or a new one according to ATC instructions.
•
•
•
•
•

Assumptions
•
•
•
•

Expected Effects
of Latency

RPAS flight is able to follow IFR flights in terms of performance and
equipment according to the assumptions in Section 3.3.
A full duplex satellite provides redundancy to C2 data link ensuring
adequate monitoring and control of RPAS.
In case of loss of C2 link, the RPA is able to change automatically the
code via transponder in accordance with the assumption in Section
3.3.
In case of loss of C2 link, the RPAS continues to fly the approach
procedures. During the path, the RPAS continues to re-establish the C2
link with RPS. However, ATCO is aware of this issue.
The termination areas are not Prohibited Areas, published in AIP, and
available in the RPAS FMS. Termination areas can be activated when a
squawk 7400 from RPAS is activated.
A dedicated RPA holding pattern is published in AIP at specific flight
level in order to maintain a safe separation from manned aircraft.
RPAS contingency loiter waypoints have been defined for each phase
of its flight. These loiter waypoints are geographically separated from
prevailing traffic flows.
Termination flight procedure is published starting from the holding
pattern exit point to the termination point.
Termination point is located on the ground in the published
termination area. Termination point is a point without risk to persons
or property on the ground.

Depending on the technology that is used for voice connection, the C2 link
failure might inherit a loss of communication between RPIL and ATC, forcing the
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switch to a different system: radio, SATCOM, or even a backup telephone
system as described in chapter 4.2.6. However, a C2-link system failure does not
necessarily affect the voice communication system. Therefore, latencies in
voice communications might appear during C2-link loss and will probably have
the following effect:
• Occupy frequencies longer than manned aircraft

Table 4-50: Flow of Activities for Non-nominal IFR RPAS Approach with C2 Link Recovery

#

1

2

3

Phase

Loss of C2
notification

Reaction to loss of
C2 link.

Activation of
contingency loiter
waypoint mission

APP Pln. ATCO

APP Exe. ATCO

RPIL

APP pln. ATCO is
aware of loss of
C2 link. The RPA
squawks 7400
code via
transponder
automatically.

APP Exe. ATCO is
aware of loss of
C2 link. The RPA
squawks 7400
code via
transponder
automatically.

RPIL is aware of
loss of C2 link.
The RPA squawks
7400 code via
transponder
automatically.

APP Exe.
Controller
manages other
manned aircraft
in order to
maintain a safe
separation from
the RPA.

RPIL
communicates via
telephone,
SATCOM or radio
with APP Exe.
ATCO the loss of
C2 link. RPA
continues to fly
along the
approach pattern
in autonomous
way direct to
nearest approach
waypoint.

APP Exe.
Controller
manages other
manned aircraft
in order to
maintain a safe
separation from
the RPA

When the RPA
reaches the prescheduled
approach point
and the C2 link is
not reestablished, the
RPA follows the
contingency
waypoint
procedure
defined for the

APP pln. ATCO
starts the
coordination with
TWR ATCO in
order to assure
that the
termination area
will be clear and
ready for
activation.

Latency

Voice
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current phase of
flight. At the
loiter waypoint,
the RPA loiters
clockwise with
the speed and
altitude defined
in the flight plan.

4

5

APP pln. ATCO is
notified by RPIL
that the C2 link is
re-established.

C2 link reestablished
notification

APP exe. ATCO is
notified by RPIL
that the C2 link is
re-established.

RPIL becomes
aware of C2 link
re-established.

Voice

C2 link is reestablished and
RPIL is able to
follow the ATCO’s
clearances and
starts the landing
procedure.

Contingency OVER

4.2.4.8 Approach with Flight Termination
Table 4-51: Characteristics of Non-nominal IFR RPAS Approach with Flight Termination

Description

This use case considers the case of contingency of loss of C2 link during IFR
RPAS approach and flight termination

Actors

APP Exe. ATCO, APP Pln. ATCO, RPIL

Preconditions

RPAS has received a clearance from APP exe. controller to follow the approach
path. Strategic coordination between APP exe. Controller and TWR ATCO are
in place.

Postconditions

C2 link is not re-established and after a determined time period useful to clear
the ground from possible occupants, the RPAS flight will be terminated on the
termination point.
•
•

Assumptions
•

RPAS flight is able to follow IFR flights in terms of performance and
equipment according to the assumptions in Section 3.3.
A full duplex satellite provides redundancy to C2 data link ensuring
adequate monitoring and control of RPAS.
In case of loss of C2 link, the RPA is able to change automatically the
code via transponder in accordance with the assumption in Section
3.3.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Expected Effects
of Latency

In case of loss of C2 link, the RPA continues to fly the approach
procedure. During the path, the RPA continues to try to re-establish
the C2 link with RPS. However, ATCO is aware of this issue.
The termination areas are not Prohibited Areas, published in AIP, and
available in the RPA FMS. Termination areas can be activated when a
squawk 7400 from RPAS is activated.
A dedicated RPA holding pattern is published in AIP at specific flight
level in order to maintain a safe separation from manned aircraft.
RPAS contingency loiter waypoints have been defined for each phase
of its flight. These loiter waypoints are geographically separated from
prevailing traffic flows.
Termination flight procedure is published starting from the holding
pattern exit point to the termination point.
Termination point is located on the ground in the published
termination area. Termination point is a point without risk to persons
or property on the ground.

Depending on the technology that is used for voice connection, the C2 link
failure might inherit a loss of communication between RPIL and ATC, forcing the
switch to a different system: radio, SATCOM, or even a backup telephone
system as described in chapter 4.2.6. However, a C2-link system failure does not
necessarily affect the voice communication system. Therefore, latencies in
voice communications might appear during C2-link loss and will probably have
the following effect:
• Occupy frequencies longer than manned aircraft

Table 4-52: Flow of Activities for Non-nominal IFR RPAS Approach with Flight Termination

#

1

2

Phase

APP Pln. ATCO

APP Exe. ATCO

RPIL

Loss of C2
notification

APP pln. ATCO is
aware of loss of
C2 link. The RPA
squawks 7400
code via
transponder
automatically.

APP Exe. ATCO is
aware of loss of
C2 link. The RPA
squawks 7400
code via
transponder
automatically.

RPIL is aware of loss of
C2 link. The RPA
squawks 7400 code via
transponder
automatically.

Reaction to
loss of C2
link

APP pln. ATCO
starts the
coordination with
TWR ATCO in
order to assure
that the
termination area
will be clear and

APP Exe.
Controller
manages other
manned aircraft
in order to
maintain a safe
separation from
the RPAS.

RPIL communicates via
telephone, SATCOM or
radio with APP Exe.
ATCO the loss of C2
link. RPA continues to
fly along the approach
pattern in
autonomous way

Latency

Voice
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ready for
activation.

3

4

direct to nearest
approach waypoint.

Activation of
contingency
loiter
waypoint
mission

APP Exe.
Controller
manages other
manned aircraft
in order to
maintain a safe
separation from
the RPA.

When the RPA reaches
the pre-scheduled
approach point and
the C2 link is not reestablished, the RPA
follows the
contingency waypoint
procedure defined for
the current phase of
flight. At the loiter
waypoint, the RPA
loiters clockwise with
the speed and altitude
defined in the flight
plan.

RPAS
termination

APP Exe.
Controller
manages other
manned aircraft
in order to
maintain a safe
separation from
the RPAS that is
flying direct to
the termination
area.

After a determined
time period, if the C2
link is not reestablished the RPA
flies the termination
flight procedure direct
to the termination
point.

APP pln. ATCO
continues the
coordination with
TWR ATCO in
order to maintain
the termination
area cleaned.

Transponder Failure
Here common procedures for Departure via SID, Arrival via STAR, Holding and Approach can be used.
For all these phases, the loiter waypoint approach can be used.
Table 4-53: Characteristics of a Transponder Failure for IFR RPAS

Description

Mode A of a transponder provides ATC with the squawk code of an aircraft
upon interrogation. Mode C of a transponder provide ATC with the pressure
altitude of an aircraft upon interrogation. Mode S of a transponder provide
ATC with aircraft callsign and several other pieces of information relevant for
safety nets such as STCA and ACAS upon specific interrogation.
When the transponder of a RPAS fails, ATC no longer has information on an
RPAS altitude nor its squawk/callsign. As such, the RPAS is displayed on a CWP
as an unidentified primary radar blip.
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Actors

TWR ATCO, APP Exe. ATCO, RPIL

Preconditions

The RPAS has received an appropriate clearance for its current phase of flight
and location to be in the TMA under control of the APP Exe. ATCO. Prior to the
transponder failure, the RPAS transponder data is visible on the CWP.
If the transponder failure has been rectified, then the RPAS can continue its
flight/mission as planned after clearance from ATC.

Postconditions

If the transponder failure could not be resolved, then the RPAS will land at its
base or the nearest alternate airport (as in-flight plan) after clearance from
ATC.
•
•
•

Assumptions

•
•
•

Expected Effects
of Latency

Altitude determined via primary radar is deemed not accurate for ATC
purposes
All other RPAS systems are functional
The RPS provides the RPIL with a warning alert when the transponder
fails.
The RPIL is still aware of the RPA position, speed and altitude via the
C2 link
RPAS contingency loiter waypoints have been defined for each phase
of its flight. These loiter waypoints are geographically separated from
prevailing traffic flows.
The ACAS of other aircraft will not be able to “see” the RPAS during
transponder failure.

Communications with TWR and APP Exe. ATCOs might block frequency longer
than manned aircraft due to voice latency.
Clearances may be received and executed later by the RPIL than for manned
aircraft due to voice latency.
RPIL control inputs may be executed later by the RPAS due to C2 latency.
C2 latency can cause the RPIL to notice and respond to the transponder failure
with a greater delay than for manned aircraft.
ATC may have to increase separation margins over those normally used to deal
with transponder failure to cope with the slower reactions of the RPAS to ATC
commands due to C2 and voice latency.

Table 4-54: Flow of Activities during Transponder Failure for IFR RPAS

#
1

Phase
Start of
Transponder
failure

TWR ATCO

APP Exe. ATCO

RPIL

Latency

The RPAS is visible on
the CWP only as a
primary radar blip. No
altitude or
identification labels are

The RPIL notices
on his/her RPS
that the
transponder has
stopped working.

C2
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available. If APP notices
the loss of RPAS labels,
he/she contacts the
RPIL via R/T unless the
pilot contacts him/her
first.
2

Coordination
between RPIL
and APP Exe.
ATCO

The APP Exe. ATCO
acknowledges the RPAS
transponder failure.
He/she uses the RPAS
position relayed by the
RPIL to correlate the
RPAS primary radar
blip. The APP Exe. ATCO
applies procedural
separation control on
the RPAS.

The RPIL contacts
APP via R/T and
reports that the
RPAS transponder
has stopped
working.
Additionally, the
pilot reports the
current RPAS
position, altitude,
and speed.

3

Identification
of RPAS
through
normal ATC
means

If the APP Exe. ATCO is
not able to correlate
the RPAS and its
primary radar blip, then
he/she can use normal
ATC means to identify
the RPAS on the CWP,
e.g., issue the RPIL
commands to turn to
specific heading that is
free of other traffic.

The RPIL should
follow APP Exe.
ATCO commands
to help the APP
Exe. ATCO to
identify the RPAS
primary radar blip
on the CWP.

4

Activation of
contingency
loiter
waypoint
mission

Depending on the
traffic situation, the
APP Exe. ATCO requests
the RPIL to fly the RPAS
to the contingency
waypoint that has been
defined for the RPAS’s
current phase of flight
and loiter there. The
ATCO provides the RPIL
the guidance needed to
avoid conflicts while
transiting to the
contingency waypoint.
NOTE: The ACAS of

The RPIL follows
the commands
from the ATCO to
fly the RPAS to
the contingency
waypoint defined
for the current
phase of flight. At
the loiter
waypoint, the
RPAS loiters
clockwise with
the speed and
altitude defined
in the flight plan.

Voice

Voice +
C2
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other aircraft will not
The Pilot reports
be able to see the RPAS. to the APP Exe.
ATCO how long
the RPAS can
loiter based on its
fuel status. Then
the pilot tries to
resolve the
problem by
performing a
transponder
recycle by turning
it off and then on
again.
5

Continue
Mission (if
transponder
re-start is
successful)

If transponder restart is
successful, altitude and
callsign labels of the
RPAS will reappear on
the CWP. The APP Exe.
ATCO provides the RPIL
with vectors to re-join
the SID/STAR/holding/
approach, as
appropriate, when
requested by the RPIL.

If transponder
restart is
successful, the
RPIL requests
clearance from
the APP Exe.
ATCO to continue
the RPAS mission.

Voice

6

Landing at
base or
nearest
alternate –
including
transfer of
control from
APP→TWR

When there is an
opening in the
approach sequence,
provide the RPIL with
vectors to join the
approach of the
(alternate) airport as
requested by the RPIL.
Use procedural
separation to separate
the RPAS from other
traffic.

If transponder
restart is declared
unsuccessful by
the RPIL, the RPIL
requests vectors
for landing at
base or the
nearest alternate
airport.

Voice

The RPIL contacts
the TWR ATCO
when established
on the RPAS
precision
approach for the
landing runway.

Voice + C2

(if
transponder
re-start is
unsuccessful)

The TWR ATCO
assumes
control of the
RPAS, and uses
procedural
separation to
separate the
RPAS from
other traffic.

Contact the TWR ATCO
and report RPAS
transponder failure for
airports with TWR radar
before transfer of

For airports with
TWR radar, the
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The TWR ATCO
provides the
RPAS with
clearance to
land when
appropriate.

control from APP to
TWR.
Transfer the RPAS to
the TWR ATCO once the
RPAS is established on
the precision approach
to the landing runway.

RPIL reports
transponder
failure to the TWR
ATCO.
The RPIL uses the
ATOL to land the
RPAS after
receiving
clearance from
the TWR ATCO.

Radio Voice Communications Failure
Here common procedures for Departure via SID, Arrival via STAR, Holding and Approach can be used.
For all these phases, the loiter waypoint approach can be used.
Table 4-55: Characteristics of a Radio Voice Communications Failure for IFR RPAS

Description

Radio Telephony (R/T) is the primary means of voice communication between
ATCOs and pilots. In contrast to manned aviation, where there is a direct R/T
connection between pilots and ATC, R/T communications between groundbased RPILs and ATCOs occur indirectly via the RPAS in the air. In this
communication chain, the link between the RPIL and the RPAS is facilitated by
the C2 link, while the link between the RPAS and ATCOs is made using
conventional VHF/HF radios onboard the RPAS. This indirect voice
communications architecture is used because the RPAS may be operating
beyond radio line of sight of the RPS, which in turn inhibits a direct R/T
connection between RPILs and the ATCO responsible for the RPAS.
If the R/T system onboard an RPAS fails for any reason, voice communications
between RPILs and ATCOs need to occur via a backup ground-based system. In
this study, a landline telephone system is used as the backup voice
communications system.

Actors

TWR ATCO, APP Exe. ATCO, RPIL

Preconditions

The RPAS has received an appropriate clearance for its current phase of flight
and location to be in the TMA under control of the APP Exe. ATCO. Prior to R/T
failure, voice communications occur nominally between the APP Exe. ATCO
and the RPIL.

Postconditions

If the R/T voice communications failure has been rectified, then the RPAS can
continue its flight/mission as planned after clearance from ATC.
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If the R/T voice communications failure could not be resolved, then the RPAS
will land at its base or the nearest alternate airport (as in the flight plan) after
clearance from ATC. During the landing, voice communications will continue to
be performed via the backup telephone system, and APP will have to transfer
the call to TWR when appropriate.
•
•
•
•
Assumptions

•
•
•

Expected Effects
of Latency

All other RPAS systems are functional
The RPS provides the RPIL with a warning alert when R/T fails.
RPAS contingency loiter waypoints have been defined for each phase
of its flight. These loiter waypoints are geographically separated from
prevailing traffic flows.
The telephone number of the RPS or RPAS operator is listed in the
RPAS flight plan item 18.
The telephone numbers of all ATSUs along the flight path of the RPAS
is known to the RPIL via the ATC RPAS procedures manual.
APP and TWR have the capability to transfer fixed line telephone calls
to each other.
The RPAS label is highlighted on the CWP when the RPAS squawks
7600 to indicate R/T failure, e.g. as a flashing red coloured aircraft
label /symbol.

RPIL control inputs may be executed later by the RPAS due to C2 latency.
C2 latency can cause the RPIL to notice and respond to the R/T failure with a
greater delay than for manned aircraft.
ATC may have to increase separation margins to cope with the slower
reactions of the RPAS to ATC commands due to C2 latency. Additional buffers
may also be needed because ATCOs have to communicate with the RPAS using
telephone and R/T to other traffic during R/T failure for the RPAS.
Note: It is assumed that the backup fixed-line telephone system used during
R/T failure has negligible latency. It is possible that voice latency reoccurs if
R/T is re-established.

Table 4-56: Flow of Activities during Radio Voice Communications Failure for IFR RPAS

#

Phase

1

Start of R/T
voice
communications
failure

TWR ATCO

APP Exe. ATCO
The APP Exe. ATCO
notices that the
RPAS label is
highlighted on the
CWP because the
RPAS squawk code
has changed to
7600. The ATCO
understands that
R/T can no longer be

RPIL
The RPIL notices
on his/her RPS
that R/T voice
communications
has stopped
working.

Latency
C2

The RPIL changes
the squawk code
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used to
communicate with
the RPIL.

to 7600 to indicate
R/T failure to ATC.

2

Coordination
between RPIL
and APP Exe.
ATCO (RPIL
contacts APP)

The APP Exe. ATCO
acknowledges the
loss of R/T and
continues all further
voice
communications
with the RPIL via the
backup telephone
system.

The RPIL
determines the
correct phone
number of the
ATSU where the
RPAS is currently
operating from
RPAS ATC
procedures
manual. He/she
then uses the fixed
landline of the RPS
to call the ATSU.
The ATSU
connects the RPIL
to the appropriate
APP Exe. ATCO.
The RPIL explains
that the RPA has
lost R/T and that
voice
communications
need to be
performed using
the fixed landline.

3

Coordination
between RPIL
and APP Exe.
ATCO (APP
contacts RPIL)

If the RPIL does not
contact the APP Exe.
Controller after the
RPAS covered 15
NM inside the TMA
with a squawk code
set to 7600, the
ATCO uses the fixed
line telephone to
contact the RPIL.
The telephone of
the RPS or the RPAS
operator is listed on
the RPAS flight plan.

The RPIL explains
that his aircraft
has lost R/T and
that voice
communications
need to be
performed using
the fixed landline.
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4

Activation of
contingency
loiter waypoint
mission

Depending on the
traffic situation, the
APP Exe. ATCO
requests the RPIL to
fly the RPAS to the
contingency
waypoint that has
been defined for the
RPAS’s current
phase of flight and
loiter there. The
ATCO provides the
RPIL the guidance
needed to avoid
conflicts while
transiting to the
contingency
waypoint.

The RPIL follows
the commands
from the ATCO to
fly the RPAS to the
contingency
waypoint defined
for the current
phase of flight. At
the loiter
waypoint, the
RPAS loiters
clockwise with the
speed and altitude
defined in the
flight plan. The
Pilot reports to the
APP Exe. ATCO
how long the RPAS
can loiter based
on its fuel status.
Then the pilot tries
to resolve the R/T
problem by
restarting the VHF
radios by
appropriate
means.

C2

5

Continue
Mission (if R/T is
re-established)

If R/T is reestablished, the
backup telephone
connection with the
RPIL can be cut, and
nominal
communications via
R/T can resume.

If R/T is reestablished, the
RPIL informs the
APP Exe. ATCO via
the backup
telephone that
communications
can resume using
R/T. The pilot
contacts APP via
R/T to test the
connection. If the
connection is
working
nominally, the
RPIL changes
his/her squawk to
its original value
before the failure.

Voice + C2

The APP Exe. ATCO
provides the RPIL
with vectors to rejoin the
SID/STAR/holding/
approach, as
appropriate, when
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6

Landing at base
or nearest
alternate –
including
transfer of
control from
APP→TWR
(if R/T is not reestablished)

requested to by the
RPIL.

The RPIL requests
clearance from the
APP Exe. ATCO to
continue the RPAS
mission.

When there is an
opening in the
approach sequence,
provide the RPIL
with vectors to join
the approach of the
(alternate) airport
as requested by the
RPIL via the backup
telephone.

If restarting the
RPAS VHF radios
does not reestablish R/T after
multiple attempts,
the RPIL requests
vectors for landing
at base or the
nearest alternate
airport via the
backup telephone.

Contact the TWR
ATCO and report
RPAS R/T failure and
that all
communications
with the RPAS can
occur only via the
landline telephone.

The TWR ATCO
assumes
control of the
RPAS, and
communicates
to the RPIL via
the backup
landline
connection.
The TWR ATCO
provides the
RPAS with
clearance to

APP transfers the
landline call to the
TWR ATCO once the
RPAS is established
on the precision
approach to the
landing runway.

The RPIL uses the
ATOL to land the
RPAS after
receiving
clearance from the
TWR ATCO via the
backup landline
telephone.

C2
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land when
appropriate.

Missed Approach
Table 4-57: Characteristics of a Missed Approach

Description

A missed approach requires the RPAS to abort its landing attempt.
Subsequently, the RPAS needs to re-approach the runway for a second landing
attempt, or fly to its alternate airport for landing. Missed approaches are also
referred to as a ‘go around’.
Missed approaches can be triggered by the TWR ATCO or by the RPIL. Both
these options are considered in this use case.

Actors

TWR ATCO, APP Exe. ATCO, RPIL

Preconditions

The RPAS is established on final and is under the control of the TWR ATCO. A
missed approach is required because:
• The RPAS has an unstable approach
• Runway incursion

Postconditions

There are three potential post-conditions:
• The RPAS performs a missed approach and returns for second
attempt, or
• The RPAS diverts to its alternate airport for landing. The alternate
airport is specified in the RPAS flight plan.
•
•

Assumptions
•
•

All RPAS systems are functioning nominally
RPAS contingency loiter waypoints have been defined for each phase
of its flight. These loiter waypoints are geographically separated from
prevailing traffic flows.
The RPIL can manually abort an ATOL landing
The RPAS is an IFR only aircraft, and therefore, it cannot be cleared for
visual approaches during its second landing attempt
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Expected Effects
of Latency

Voice latency can delay the reception of the missed approach declaration by
either the RPIL or the TWR ATCO.
C2 latency can delay the RPIL
Communications with TWR and APP Exe. ATCOs might block frequency longer
than manned aircraft due to voice latency.
Clearances may be received and executed later by the RPIL than for manned
aircraft due to voice latency.
RPIL control inputs may be executed later by the RPAS due to C2 latency.
ATC may have to increase separation margins to cope with the slower
reactions of the RPAS to ATC commands due to C2 and voice latency.

Table 4-58: Flow of Activities during Missed Approach

#

Phase

1a

TWR ATCO
orders a
missed
approach

1b

RPIL
triggers
missed
approach

TWR ATCO
The TWR ATCO
notices that the
RPAS landing needs
to be discontinued.
He contacts the
RPIL via R/T and
orders a missed
approach giving the
reason (e.g.
unstable approach
or runway
incursion).
The TWR ATCO
provides the RPIL
with the missed
approach clearance
or instructs the
RPIL pilot about the
procedure for the
landing runway, if it
deviates from the
published
procedure
(altitude, speed
etc.)
The TWR ATCO
acknowledges the
missed-approach,
and provides the

APP Exe. ATCO

RPIL

Latency
Voice + C2

The RPIL cancels the
ATOL landing, and
follows the missed
approach procedure
as published or as
instructed by the
TWR ATCO.

The RPIL decides that
the landing needs to
be discontinued. The
pilot aborts the ATOL

Voice + C2
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2

Transfer of
control
TWR →
APP

RPIL with the
missed approach
procedure for the
landing runway
(altitude, speed
etc.)

landing, notifies the
TWR ATCO on the
go-around, and
follows the missed
approach procedure
or as instructed by
the TWR ATCO.

TWR ATCO
transfers radio and
radar control of the
RPAS to the APP
Exe. ATCO.

RPIL contacts the
APP Exe. ATCO and
informs him/her
accordingly.

In case TWR radar
is not available,
TWR ATCO shall
provide non-radar
transfer of control.

APP Exe. ATCO
assumes the radio
and radar control
of the RPAS.

3

Activation
of missedapproach
loiter
waypoint
mission

If the traffic
situation does not
allow for a direct
second landing
attempt, the APP
Exe. ATCO vectors
the RPAS to the
missed approach
loiter waypoint
and requests the
RPAS to loiter
there until an
opening becomes
available in the
approach
sequence to the
landing runway.

4

Second
landing
attempt –
including
transfer of
control
from APP
→ TWR

When there is an
opening in the
approach
sequence, the APP
Exe. ATCO
provides the RPIL
with vectors to join
the approach of

The TWR ATCO
assumes control of

The RPIL follows APP
instructions and flies
to the missed
approach loiter
waypoint. At the
loiter waypoint, the
RPAS loiters
clockwise with the
speed and altitude
defined in the flight
plan. The Pilot
reports to the APP
Exe. ATCO how long
the RPAS can loiter
based on its fuel
status.
The RPIL follows APP
instructions and flies
the RPAS precision
approach defined for
the landing runway.

Voice

C2

Voice + C2

The RPIL contacts the
TWR ATCO when
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the RPAS, and
provides the RPAS
with clearance to
land when
appropriate.

the landing
runway.
APP transfers the
control of the
RPAS to the TWR
ATCO once the
RPAS is established
on the precision
approach to the
landing runway.

Provide the RPIL
with vectors to join
the approach of
the alternate
airport as
requested by the
RPIL.

5

APP transfers
control of the
RPAS to the TWR
ATCO or the ATCO
responsible the
adjacent airspace.

Diversion
and landing
at alternate
airport
The TWR ATCO
assumes control of
the RPAS, and
provides the RPAS
with clearance to
land when
appropriate.

established on the
RPAS precision
approach for the
landing runway.

The RPIL uses the
ATOL to land the
RPAS after receiving
clearance from the
TWR ATCO.

If landing at the
primary airport is no
longer feasible
(because of multiple
failed landing
attempts, weather or
fuel), the RPIL
requests the APP
Exe. ATCO to provide
vectors to join the
approach of the
alternate airport.

Voice

The RPIL contacts the
TWR ATCO when
established on the
RPAS precision
approach for the
landing runway.

Voice + C2

The RPIL uses the
ATOL to land the
RPAS after receiving
clearance from the
TWR ATCO.

Conflict
The following use cases describe conflict situations per flight phase. It is noteworthy that the term
“conflict” refers to the separation provision layer, and potential conflicts are identified and resolved
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by ATC. It is assumed that the separation conflict is solved before collision avoidance warnings or
manoeuvres by the RPAS’s DAA system are activated.

4.2.8.1 Take-Off Conflict
Table 4-59: Characteristics of a Take-off Conflict

Description

This use case considers the runway incursion occurrence during the IFR RPAS
Take-Off operations. The Rejected Take-Off will be operated up to V1. Above
V1 the pilot will attempt to get the RPA airborne.

Actors

RPIL, TWR ATCO

Preconditions

RPAS has received a clearance from the TWR ATCO to take off. The RPAS is
rolling on the runway, at a speed lower than V1.

Postconditions

RPAS discontinues departure roll and reaches a full stop on the runway.

Assumptions

The RPAS is equipped with an FMS (or its sub-components) which performs a
Rejected Take-off automatically or under RPIL command.
TWR ATCO has a full visibility of the runway, or it is equipped with systems
(Tower radar) that allows them to identify runway intruders.

Expected Effects
of Latency

Voice latency can cause a delay in the execution of the RTO command from
the ATCO.
In case the RPIL manually commands an RTO below V1 but C2 latency delay
the transmission of the command causing the procedure to start above V1,
but before VR, the RTO may result in a runway excursion.

Table 4-60: Flow of Activities for a Take-off Conflict

#

Phase

TWR ATCO

RPIL

1

Take-off clearance

TWR ATCO gives
clearance to take
off.

2

RPAS taking off

TWR ATCO identifies
a runway intruder,
visually or on TWR
Radar.

The RPIL acknowledges clearance
and initiates the automated
take-off.
The RPA starts the take-off run
on the runway.

3

Rejected take-off
execution

TWR ATCO
commands an RTO.

The RPIL, on TWR ATCO
instruction, verifies the speed is

Latency

Voice + C2
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below V1 and selects the RTO on
FMS or manually executes the
aircraft braking.
4

Aircraft Stop

The RPIL declares STOPPED to
the TWR ATCO.

Voice

4.2.8.2 Conflict during Departure via SID
Table 4-61: Characteristics of a Conflict during Departure via SID

Description

This use case considers a conflict occurrence with a different aircraft during
IFR RPAS departure and climb via a defined Standard Instrument Departure
(SID).

Actors

TWR ATCO, RPIL

Preconditions

RPAS has received a clearance from either the TWR/Ground/Delivery ATCO to
fly the SID, as well as permission to climb to an initial altitude after take-off.

Postconditions

After the conflict is solved according to ATC instructions, the RPAS reaches the
location and/or altitude of the final SID waypoint/fix, or it has diverted from
this route and is assumed to be past SID phase. It is transferred into en-route
airspace (ATS route network or free-routing airspace) according to flight plan.
In case of diversion from the original route, the RPAS may receive direct-to
clearance to the first en-route waypoint.

Assumptions

In addition to the RPAS specific assumptions listed in Section 3.3, it is assumed
that the TWR ATCO can monitor the RPAS using radar, or alternatively, TWR
will use airport specific procedures to be able to monitor RPAS. The conflict
has to be solved at least partly by the RPAS according to ATC instructions.
Conflict avoidance manoeuvres solely by the other conflicting aircraft is equal
to the nominal departure use case for the RPAS (cf. Section 4.1.2).

Expected Effects
of Latency

Traffic avoidance manoeuvre command might be delayed due to voice latency.
Traffic avoidance manoeuvre activation might be delayed due to C2 latency.
Continuation of SID/en-route command might be delayed due to voice and/or
C2 latency.
In case the accumulated latency effects would delay the conflict resolution to
such extend that a collision would be imminent, the onboard DAA systems
(e.g. ACAS) would automatically step in and resolve the situation (not in scope
of INVIRCAT).
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Table 4-62: Flow of Activities for a Conflict during Departure via SID

#

Phase

TWR ATCO

1

Conflict is
detected

TWR ATCO identifies possible
conflict (supported by their
CWP or not).

2

Traffic
avoidance
manoeuvre
issued

TWR ATCO commands RPAS
from regular SID.

3

Traffic
avoidance
activated

4

Conflict solved

TWR ATCO hands over RPAS to
APP Exe. or en-route ATCO and
commands direct to next SID
waypoint or first en-route
waypoint

RPIL

Latency

Voice

RPIL executes commands
from TWR ATCO by
diverging from route,
cancelling climb, or
changing air speed.

C2

RPIL returns to route and
changes frequency.

Voice + C2

4.2.8.3 Conflict during Arrival via STAR
Table 4-63: Characteristics of a Conflict during Arrival via STAR

Description

This use case considers a conflict occurrence with a different aircraft during
IFR RPAS arrival and descent via a defined Standard Arrival Route (STAR).

Actors

TWR ATCO, APP Exe. ATCO, RPIL

Preconditions

RPAS has received a clearance from APP Exe. ATCO to fly the STAR.

Postconditions

After the conflict is solved according to ATC instructions, the RPAS either
continues the cleared STAR (probably re-enter trombone pattern, or direct to
final approach fix), or it is sent to a holding pattern by the APP Exe. ATCO.

Assumptions

In addition to the RPAS specific assumptions listed in Section 3.3, it is assumed
that the TWR ATCO can monitor the RPAS using radar, or alternatively, TWR
will use airport specific procedures to be able to monitor RPAS. The conflict
has to be solved at least partly by the RPAS according to ATC instructions.
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Avoidance manoeuvres solely by the other aircraft is equal to the nominal
arrival use case for the RPAS (cf. Section 4.1.3).

Expected Effects
of Latency

Traffic avoidance manoeuvre command might be delayed due to voice latency.
Traffic avoidance manoeuvre activation might be delayed due to C2 latency.
Continuation of STAR command might be delayed due to voice and/or C2
latency.
In case the accumulated latency effects would delay the conflict resolution to
such extend that a collision would be imminent, the onboard DAA systems
(e.g. ACAS) would automatically step in and resolve the situation (not in scope
of INVIRCAT).

Table 4-64: Flow of Activities for a Conflict during Arrival via STAR

#

Phase

APP Exe. ATCO

1

Conflict is
detected

APP Exe. ATCO identifies possible conflict.

2

Conflict
avoidance
manoeuvre
issued

APP Exe. ATCO commands RPAS from
regular STAR into a direct-to (e.g., direct
to FAF), by giving vector commands
(change of heading, altitude), or by
commanding holding pattern

3

Conflict
avoidance
activated

4

Conflict solved

RPIL

Voice

RPIL executes
APP Exe. ATCO
commands.
APP Exe. ATCO hands over to TWR ATCO
(in case of route shortcut)
OR
APP Exe. ATCO clears continuation of
STAR arrival

Latency

C2

Voice + C2

4.2.8.4 Holding Conflict
Table 4-65: Characteristics of a Holding Conflict

Description

This use case considers a conflict occurrence with a different aircraft during a
holding pattern for an IFR RPAS.

Actors

APP Exe. ATCO, RPIL
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Preconditions

The RPAS is in a holding pattern, either planned by the RPIL, or issued by APP
Exe. ATCO due to traffic congestion or due to a previous conflict avoidance.

Postconditions

The RPAS left the holding pattern to continue/begin arrival phase.

Assumptions

The RPAS performs a level flight in a standard holding pattern (left-hand circle,
right-hand circle, race track pattern). The RPIL waits for instructions by the
APP Exe. ATCO to continue/begin approach phase. No emergency situations
(e.g. low fuel/mileage) occur.

Expected Effects
of Latency

Traffic avoidance manoeuvre command might be delayed due to voice latency.
Traffic avoidance manoeuvre activation might be delayed due to C2 latency.
Continuation of STAR or holding command might be delayed due to voice
and/or C2 latency.
In case the accumulated latency effects would delay the conflict resolution to
such extend that a collision would be imminent, the onboard DAA systems
(e.g. ACAS) would automatically step in and resolve the situation (not in scope
of INVIRCAT).

Table 4-66: Flow of Activities for a Holding Conflict

#

Phase

APP Exe. ATCO

1

Conflict is
detected

APP Exe. ATCO identifies possible
conflict.

2

Traffic
avoidance
manoeuvre
issued

APP Exe. ATCO commands RPAS to
leave the holding pattern (shortcut to
approach; direct-to any STAR waypoint;
vectors).

3

Traffic
avoidance
activated

4

Conflict solved

RPIL

Voice

RPIL executes
APP Exe. ATCO
commands.
APP Exe. ATCO commands RPAS to
continue/enter STAR or re-enter
holding, if requested by the RPIL, or
hands over to TWR ATCO.

Latency

C2

Voice + C2
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4.2.8.5 Approach Conflict
Table 4-67: Characteristics of an Approach Conflict

Description

This use case considers a conflict occurrence with a different aircraft during
IFR RPAS approach.

Actors

TWR ATCO, APP Exe. ATCO, RPIL

Preconditions

The RPAS is in between initial and final approach.

Postconditions

The conflict has been solved by speed commands, or the RPAS performs a
MA/GA procedure and is in a previous state of the arrival, or the RPAS has
been directed to a holding pattern.

Assumptions

The RPAS has not been transferred from APP Exe. ATCO to TWR ATCO and did
not pass the final approach fix yet. Ad-hoc holdings in the vicinity of the
incident are not applied for conflict resolution due to the location (on final).
Holding patterns in locations regularly used by controllers for separation might
be used. Altitude commands are not issued to solve a conflict due to localizer
stabilization in effect. Either air speed is changed, or the approach has to be
discontinued.

Expected Effects
of Latency

Traffic avoidance manoeuvre command might be delayed due to voice latency.
Traffic avoidance manoeuvre activation might be delayed due to C2 latency.
Discontinuation of arrival (MA, holding or next approach) command might be
delayed due to C2 latency.
In case the accumulated latency effects would delay the conflict resolution to
such extend that a collision would be imminent, the onboard DAA systems
(e.g. ACAS) would automatically step in and resolve the situation (not in scope
of INVIRCAT).

Table 4-68: Flow of Activities for an Approach Conflict

#

Phase

TWR ATCO

APP Exe. ATCO

1

Conflict is
detected

APP Exe. ATCO
identifies possible
conflict.

2

Conflict
avoidance
manoeuvre
issued

APP Exe. ATCO
commands RPAS to
accelerate or
decelerate. If speed
adjustment is not
sufficient, approach is

RPIL

Latency

Voice
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discontinued by
commanding MA
procedure or by giving
heading directions.
3

Conflict
avoidance
activated

4

Conflict
solved

TWR ATCO takes
over control for
final approach
and landing if
conflict was
solved by speed
adjustments.

APP Exe. ATCO
transfers control to
TWR ATCO for final
approach and landing
OR
APP Exe. ATCO
maintains control for
MA, holding, or next
approach.

RPIL executes
APP Exe. ATCO
commands.

C2

RPIL continues
approach if the
conflict was
solved by speed
adjustments and
contacts TWR
ATCO
OR
RPIL executes
APP Exe. ATCO
commands for
MA, holding, or
next approach.

C2

4.2.8.6 Landing Conflict
Table 4-69: Characteristics of a Landing Conflict

Description

This use case considers the runway incursion occurrence during the landing
operations, while the RPA is above the Alert Height (AH). The GA/MA
manoeuvre will be executed.

Actors

RPIL, APP Exe. ATCO, TWR ATCO

Preconditions

RPAS has received a landing clearance from APP Exe. ATCO for the specified
runway. RPAS is aligned and stabilized on the approach.

Postconditions

The RPAS initiated the GA/MA, asks for a new clearance to land and wait for
instructions.

Assumptions

The RPAS is equipped with an FMS (or its sub-components) which performs a
go-around automatically or under RPIL command.
TWR ATCO has a full visibility of the runway, or it is equipped with systems
(Tower radar) that allows them to identify runway intruders.
The RPA is below the DA/DH.
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Expected Effects
of Latency

C2 and Voice latency could case the RPIL’s GA/MA manual command to reach
the RPA below AH.

Table 4-70: Flow of Activities for a Landing Conflict

#

Phase

TWR ATCO

APP Exe. ATCO

1

RPAS
landing
phase

2

Transfer of
Control

TWR ATCO assumes APP Exe. ATCO
the radio and radar transfers radio and
control of the RPAS radar control of the
RPAS to the TWR
ATCO.

3

Runway
Incursion
Alert

TWR ATCO detects
a runway incursion
hazard.
TWR ATCO alerts
RPIL of runway
incursion hazard.

4

Conflict
solved

TWR ATCO clears
GA/MA
manoeuvre.

RPIL

Latency

ATOL (or RPIL) is
performing the
landing manoeuvre.

The RPIL verifies the
high is above AH
and initiates a
GA/MA.
RPIL informs TWR
ATCO and stands by
for further
instructions.

C2 + Voice

Fuel Starvation
While this important use case is mentioned here independently, it will be identical to the use case for
single engine propulsion failure. It should therefore suffice to refer to chapters 4.2.1.1, 4.2.1.2, and
4.2.1.3 where the corresponding cases for take-off, departure, arrival and holding procedures are
described.
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Appendix A

Acronyms

Term

Definition

A-FUA

Advanced – Flexible Use of Airspace

ACAS

Airborne Collison Avoidance System

ACC

Area Control Centre

ADS-B

Automatic Dependent Surveillance - Broadcast

ADS-C

Automatic dependent surveillance - Contract

AH

Alert Height

AHRS

Attitude and Heading Reference System

AIP

Aeronautical Information Publication

AMC

Acceptable Means of Compliance

ANSP

Air Navigation Service Provider

APP Exe. ATCO

Approach Executive Air Traffic Controller

APR

Approach

ASBU

Aviation System Block Upgrade

ASR

Air Surveillance Radar

ATC

Air Traffic Control

ATCO

Air Traffic Controller

ATFCM

Air Traffic Flow and Capacity Management

ATM

Air Traffic Management

ATOL

Automatic Take-Off and Landing

ATSU

Air Traffic Services Unit

BRLOS

Beyond Radio Line-of-Sight

BVLOS

Beyond Visual Line-of-Sight

C2

Command and Control
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CAA

Civil Aviation Authority

CDM

Collaborative Decision Making

CLS

Calculated Level of Safety

CNS

Communication, Navigation and Surveillance

CNPC

Control and Non-Payload Communication

CPDLC

Controller Pilot Data Link Communications

CONOPS

Concept of Operations

CWP

Controller Working Position

DA

Decision Altitude

DAA

Detect and Avoid

DGPS

Differential Global Positioning System

DH

Decision Height

DMA

Dynamic mobile area

DTA

DAA Terminal Area

DWC

DAA Well Clear

EAT

Estimated Approach Time

EMI

Electromagnetic Interference

FIS

Flight information service

FMS

Flight management system

GA

General Aviation

GAST

GBAS Approach Service Type

GAT

General Air Traffic

GBAS

Ground Based Augmentation System

GCS

Ground Control Station

GDPR

General Data Protection Regulation
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GLS

GBAS Landing System

GNSS

Global Navigation Satellite System

GPS

Global Positioning System

HIL

Human-in-the-Loop

HMI

Human Machine Interface

HP

Holding Pattern

IAF

Initial Approach Fix

ICL

Initial Climb

IFF

Identification Friend or Foe

IFR

Instrument Flight Rules

ILS

Instrument Landing System

INVIRCAT

Investigation of IFR RPAS Control at Airports and in the TMA

LPV

Localizer Performance with Vertical guidance

MA

Missed Approach

MALE

Medium altitude long endurance

MAS

Managed Airspace

MOPS

Minimum Operational Performance Specifications

MUST

Multi UAV Simulated Testbed

NAA

National Aviation Authority

NOP

Network Operations Plan

NPA

Notice of Proposed Amendment

OAT

Operational Air Traffic

OSED

Operational Services and Environment Definitions

PA

Precision Approach

PAR

Precision Approach Radar
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PIC

Pilot in Command

PPS

Precise Positioning Service

PSR

Primary Surveillance Radar

R/T

Radio/Telephony

RAIM

Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring

RLOS

Radio Line of Sight

RNAV

Area navigation

RPA

Remotely Piloted Aircraft

RPAS

Remotely Piloted Aircraft System

RPIL

Remote Pilot

RPS

Remote Pilot Station

RTB

Return to Base

RTO

Rejected take-off

RTS

Real Time Simulation

RWC

Remain Well Clear

SARP

Standard And Recommended Practice

SATCOM

Satellite Communication

SBAS

Satellite Based Augmentation System

SCB

Stakeholder Consultation Body

SERA

Standardised European Rules of the Air

SESAR

Single European Sky ATM Research Programme

SID

Standard Instrument Departure

SiS

Signal in Space

SJU

SESAR Joint Undertaking (Agency of the European Commission)

SMR

Surface Movement Radars
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SPR

Safety Performance Requirements

SPS

Standard Positioning Service

SSR

Secondary Surveillance Radar

STAR

Standard Terminal Arrival Route

SVS

Synthetic Vision System

SWaP

Size, Weight, and Power

TCAS

Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System

TIS

Traffic Information System

TLS

Target Level of Safety

TMA

Terminal Manoeuvring Area

TRL

Technology Readiness Level

TSA

(Static) temporary restricted area

TWR

Tower

UAM

Urban Air Mobility

UAS

Unmanned Aircraft System

UHF

Ultra-High Frequency

USP

U-Space/UTM Service Provider

UTM

Unmanned Traffic Management

V&V

Verification & Validation

V1

Take-off Decision Speed for Multi Engine Aircraft

VFR

Visual Flight Rules

VHF

Very high frequency

VLL/VHL

Very Low Level/Very High Level

VLOS

Visual Line-of-Sight

VR

Rotation Speed
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VTOL

Vertical Take-Off and Landing

WAGE

Wide Area GPS Enhancements

WP

Work Package

XPDR

Transponder

Table A: Acronyms
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Appendix B

Glossary of Terms

Term

Definition

Source of the Definition

ADS-B

Automatic dependent surveillance —
broadcast (ADS-B): A means by which
aircraft, aerodrome vehicles and other
objects can automatically transmit and/or
receive data such as identification, position
and additional data, as appropriate, in a
broadcast mode via a data link.

ICAO Doc 4444 PANS-ATM

AH

The alert height (AH) is a specified radio
N/A
height for CAT III operations, based on the
characteristics of the aeroplane and its failoperational landing system. In operational
use, if a failure occurred above the alert
height in one of the redundant operational
parts of the landing system in the aeroplane
or relevant ground equipment, the
approach would be discontinued and a goaround executed unless reversion to a
higher decision height is possible. If a
failure in one of the required redundant
operational systems occurred below the
alert height, it would be ignored and the
approach continued

ATS surveillance
system

A generic term meaning variously, ADS-B,
PSR, SSR or any comparable ground-based
system that enables the identification of
aircraft.

ICAO RPAS CONOPS for
international IFR Operations

BVLOS operation

Beyond visual line-of-sight (BVLOS)
operation. An operation in which the RPIL
or RPA observer does not use visual
reference to the remotely piloted aircraft in
the conduct of flight

ICAO RPAS CONOPS for
international IFR Operations

C2 Link

Command and Control Link: The datalink
used for the purpose of command and
control (C2) functions in an RPAS.

JARUS: RPAS Required C2
Performance (RLP) Concept

DAA

Detect and avoid (DAA): The capability to
see, sense, or detect conflicting traffic or
other hazards and take appropriate action.

ICAO RPAS CONOPS for
international IFR Operations
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GCS

Ground Control Station: RPS are sometimes
named Ground Control Stations (GCS)

JARUS: RPAS Required C2
Performance (RLP) Concept

Handover

The act of passing the control of an
operation from a human operator to
another. The handover could be executed
between Air Traffic Control Officers (e.g. in
the control transfer from one sector to
another, or from ACC to APP controllers).
Namely for RPAS operations, the handover
refers to passing piloting control from one
remote pilot station to another.

N/A

PA

A precision approach (PA) is an instrument
ICAO Annex 6: Operation of
approach and landing using precision lateral Aircraft, extended
and vertical guidance with minima as
determined by the category of operation,
namely CAT I, CAT II, CAT III operations,
each related to progressively reducing
decision minima.

RPA

Remotely Piloted Aircraft: An unmanned
aircraft which is piloted from a remote pilot
station.

ICAO Annex 2: Rules of the Air

RPAS

Remotely Piloted Aircraft System: A set of
configurable elements consisting of a
remotely-piloted aircraft, its associated
remote pilot station(s), the required
command and control links and any other
system elements as may be required, at any
point during flight operation.

ICAO Cir 328

RPIL

Remote Pilot: A person charged by the
operator with duties essential to the
operation of a remotely piloted aircraft and
who manipulates the flight controls, as
appropriate, during flight time.

ICAO Doc 10019: Manual on
Remotely Piloted Aircraft
Systems (RPAS)

RPS

ICAO Doc 10019: Manual on
Remotely Piloted Aircraft
Systems (RPAS)

JARUS: RPAS Required C2
Performance (RLP) Concept

Remote Pilot Station: The component of the ICAO Doc 10019: Manual on
remotely piloted aircraft system containing Remotely Piloted Aircraft
the equipment used to pilot the
Systems (RPAS)
remotely piloted aircraft.
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Segregated airspace

Airspace of specified dimensions allocated
for exclusive use to a specific user(s).

ICAO RPAS CONOPS for
international IFR Operations

TMA

Terminal Manoeuvring Area (TMA):
Controlled airspace around an airport.

N/A

UAS

Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS): Any
aircraft and related systems without a pilot
on board, either remotely piloted or
autonomous.

N/A

Table B: Glossary of Terms
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